ISSUE 44, SPRING 2020

Dear Reader,
Welcome to the 44th Issue of From Glasgow to Saturn.
We’re greeting you in what we all know to be strange times. Most
years, we would have introduced you to this issue with a launch party. We
would have met readers face-to-face, handed out issues of the magazine,
listened to great readings from our contributors and open mic’d throughout
the evening. As a new editorial board, we would have enjoyed this all the
more! Yet here we are. And while a new team is often an opportunity to
switch things up, we could never have anticipated the need to make so many
significant changes.
One thing that has become clear over the past weeks – though it has
always been undisputed in our minds – is the importance of the arts. Not
simply for providing connection and comfort, but for suggesting new ways
of living, organising, and building communities. Theatre performances and
literary festivals have moved online. Take as an example The Stay-at-Home!
Literary Festival, organised by the University of Glasgow’s own Carolyn
Jess-Cooke. The festival saw thousands of attendees. It showed what a
difference virtual connections can make, including for those who before the
lockdown may have struggled to access literary events.
Even this issue is being released as part of the S@H! Fringe Literary
Festival, run by University of Glasgow Creative Writing students to bring
you more workshops and events until May 17th!
With all this in mind, we have decided to release this issue of F
 rom
Glasgow to Saturn for free.* We hope our contributors’ beautiful writing
can offer you some company and comfort in such a trying time. And while
we can’t have our usual launch party, we’re still bringing you readings from
our contributors! Keep an eye on our social media and website for
performances of their work and more, as we roll out content over the
following week.

We would like to thank you for downloading a copy of F
 rom Glasgow
to Saturn #44. I n it, we have a variety of poetry, prose, and visual art for you.
We hope it brings you joy.

Please stay safe and inspired,
Jack Bigglestone | Cheyenne Heckermann | Reiss McInally |
Siobhan Mulligan | Sofia Osborne | Roslyn Potter
co-editors
*For those who can and would like to support future issues of From Glasgow to Saturn, we
have information on our website on how to make a donation in lieu of purchasing a print
edition.
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a week/a wake/i’m weak
Daniel Gee Husson
1
my tongue seems sthtiff?
sthtuck
no, stiff
no, stuck
fills my mouth with nothing
just
nothing
2
space between my ears?
it’s brawn no, brain
no, brand name
nothing
just
nothing
3
crunchesunderfoot i
can’t name shivers
no, frost in cold
she wasn’t that old (&now)
nothing
4
once here
it
should
be
the worst
[
]
worst is made to fade (still)
i feel
nothing
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5
crowd left alone
itself
forgotten so fast
like her
a faint smile
cold tile
was it all
nothing?
6
nothing pitches morning pain
in the way despite the ___
choose your own adventure
here
[a stand-in

for nothing]

7
start tomorrow
fine
sure
whatever
you’ll
feel better
you no
know what that means?
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Dense Bonds
Georgia Watson
bitumen tears absorb our secret night
the last bloody images blocked out
for your powerful acquaintances
are here to reinstall the buttons
and pluck out my bugs
would it be crude to suck out the oil
or is this why they can use us?
let the driver man
cross our waterproof humps
the viscousness is waiting and
I can feel you ready for green lights
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Standing On My Head | Lucia Mrvova

Event Horizon
Max Mitchell
Over the lip
you may see time, stretching
and warming up on a bitter morning
as the thaw murmurs down the bonnet
like grease on a spit.
Another one has come and gone.
Another kick in the teeth.
As painful, yet
altogether different.
But over the lip
I dream of time
wisping, numinous, costly and free.
My ego whisked,
blended,
shaken over ice
and fine-strained into a cold vessel
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bought and sold
and smashed on the ground.
On her lips
I see time well spent.
For more time under her hips,
my heart appears hell-bent.
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Kissing My Boss
Suki Hollywood
After CA Conrad
I have in my possession a miniature replica of Lush Cosmetics
founder and CEO, Mark Constantine. He’s wearing a pink suit, his
signature patterned shirt and a smarmy smile. I worked for Lush for
five years. It started off okay. By the end I fucking hated it.
So, I began to torture Mini Mark as part of my creative process.
For our first session, I did my morning make-up for work, putting
everything I put on myself on Mini Mark. Customers treat you
nicer when you’re dolled up. I didn’t treat Mark nicer, though. In
fact, his pain was just beginning.
I recorded my findings and collated them in the following poem,
written as part of a series of Intricate Rituals with poets Billie
McHugh and Gordon Lyons.
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My skin is scoured, hot and ready
white gorgeous
a light touch
to my forehead,
both cheeks
chin.
here he comes: cake daddy,
the man who has been funding
light I see by the water I drink and paint I paint,
a minuscule masculine reflection,
you will get some, too.
sienna dyed my smallest brush an
echo of all of yesterday’s faces
smeared sunset
grinds into the socket’s groove,
bluer bluer all the time
all night long milk spills
over my eyes
down my cheeks
hits yours like a fat snowflake–
the kind you can hear through the umbrella–
blended together into a blizzard
your face a thumb
dipped in icing sugar
white
frozen
more human now more smiley
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vulcanic ash
no blush.
I am almost out of absolution; immaculate; devil
a moat; a torch; a portcullis to protect the squeezable flesh of my eyes
circled like a target
point your arrow
here
lips wet, I kiss your red on and wonder
what your head would taste like
if I put it inside
mine
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F64.0 Gender Identity Disorder
Matias Loikala
the patient is an 18-year-old biological woman
the patient, unlike men who are born as men
the patient wants to go on testosterone as well as get a double mastectomy
the patient is attending the clinic in tidy clothes, in the role of a young man
is the patient scared of going bald
does the patient want testosterone even if they would develop acne
the unique life history of the patient is being revealed
the patient is somehow fragile
what is the sexual orientation of the patient
what toys did the patient play with as a child
the patient likes their shoulders and their legs
the patient says that sometimes they wish to cut off their breasts
the patient thinks of their gender as softly masculine
the patient does not seem to show any symptoms of psychosis
the patient is very reflective for their age
the patient had many anxiety attacks as a child
the patient says they have never understood gender roles
the patient does not wish to discuss their sex life
it is impossible to say if transitioning would increase their psychic wellbeing
or do it harm
the patient might always get post-surgery depression
the patient does not know if they want genital surgery
what kind of sexual fantasies does the patient have
the patient refuses to discuss the matter in more depth
the patient is somehow fragile
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the patient must understand that they will never be seen as a real man
the patient will possibly always be visibly a trans man
the patient says they do not want to look like a cis man
we cannot yet say if the patient can be diagnosed
the patient has anxiety attacks
the stress levels of the patient are too high
has the patient not thought about genital surgery
the patient is a young woman with good basic health
it is unsure if the patient can handle both graduating and beginning
treatments
the patient does not consider themselves a woman even if they use women’s
clothing
the patient can look at themselves in the mirror
the patient is afraid of phone calls
the patient has short hair
how does the patient have sex
the patient has not yet cleared their developmental stage
I recommend that a diagnosis for the patient is postponed
the patient says they do not want to be called a biological woman
the patient has not yet grown independent
the patient is a 19-year-old genetic woman
the patient says they want top surgery even if the result would not be
realistic
the patient is still young and their identity might shift
does the patient consider themselves to be in a gay relationship
the patient is somehow fragile
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the patient says they cry often
the patient says they have felt gender dysphoria and
the patient is somehow naïve
why does the patient not want genital surgery
does the patient understand they might never be accepted into society
is it rough for the parents of the patient
has the patient considered the burden their parents will carry
the patient says that they were never given the words to describe their
experience of gender
the patient does not wish to speak anymore
the patient is somehow fragile
the patient is very young
the patient must go through a special assessment on the level of their
maturity
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From ‘13Alpha: aigos’ | Dominyka Sekonaite

Some Things Are Better Left Broken
Kat Williams
Shards of a statue are strewn across the burnished tiles of the manor. I’m
cleaning them up, one by one, dusting them into the pan held gingerly in my
left hand. I can almost hear her reprimanding me from the landing up
behind my bowed head; a crystal clear voice calling down, asking how I could
ever be so clumsy.
You are such a silly little thing, I imagine her saying. I’ll have to keep
you out of the hall for a while, my dear.
‘Yes,‘ I murmur to myself, smiling slightly. ‘Sorry, my Lady.‘ As I collect
the pieces into a corner of cloth, I’m thinking only of the sweetly scornful words
I’m sure to hear as I step down into the basement.
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It is early spring or late summer when she drives me up that twisting lane to
the manor house laying lonely on the hill. The grass is in that funny stage
where it looks freshly grown and wilting at the same time—that is why, I
suppose, that I can’t place the date. But I can, perhaps mournfully, place the
way she regards me as I step from the carriage, smoothing caught dust from
my skirt and then rushing, almost haphazardly, to catch the handbag she
drops into my arms.
‘My, my.‘ That curious half-smile of hers is curling at her lips. Long
lashes graze her cheeks as she tilts her chin to the side, looking back at me
from over the upturn of her collar. ‘You’re new to this, aren’t you?‘
I laugh myself into the role with practised ease, reaching to catch the
arm offered to me, teasingly, as we sway into the reception room. ‘Not at all,
miss,' I reply, glancing over the chandelier, the Victorian loveseat, the tiny
cakes arranged in tiny jars laying, untouched, on the mantle. ‘I’ve been
involved in servanthood for a while.' Her eyes flutter to mine, and I see her
glow with a pride that reminds me of a beautifully bestowed bird perched in
its ornamental cage.
‘Why, I’ve chosen just the girl then, haven’t I?' I am expectant of her
movements as she waltzes me around the manor rooms, pointing out this
and that, where she desires her meals to be placed, how the candles should be
lit as night falls. ‘She’s a smart little pup, isn’t she?' Oh, and how glamourous
her laugh is, bouncing and twinkling down the waterfall that cascades into
the fountain in the centre of the hall. Statues of beautiful women garnish
each corner of her manor—her ladies-in-waiting, splaying fingers across
pearly chins and gazing with doe eyes across to their company. I fancy my
silly thought that she has them to replace the guests she cannot retain after
dusk sneaks its slim fingers beneath her doorways, though I know that the
idea of that is just a way for me to amuse myself. The Lady had never been
the type to have any sort of overnight guests.
I am given a further list of obligations. The one she emphasizes, with a
softer tone in her voice, is the powder. ‘Morning, afternoon, dusk, and
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suppertime. Every inch of my beautiful visage.' She clasps my hands
between her velvet gloves, tilts her head so that her earrings jostle and
sparkle. Her eyes survey me with a mischievous, yet solemn, gaze. ‘You may
get to see more of me than my guests ever will, however…' Her bare shoulder
glistens in the gleam of the chandelier. ‘It is much more enjoyable, for me,
when they think that we are somewhat of the same cut, so to speak. People
do not much care for embarrassing themselves in front of someone clearly
more… refined.'
Despite all of her worldly knowledge, it is these moments that astound
me, these slowly-spoken comments on the curiosity of human nature that
she dictates, quite charmingly, as she douses me with cool touches that leave
flushes across my warming cheeks. She is wrong. Completely and utterly
incorrect. There is no man on this earth that isn’t aware of their own
insignificance in the cold gaze of the Lady. But her certainty is so endearing
that I do not dare to tell her otherwise.
And, so, I powder. I powder her each day in the bathroom, after
breakfast, before dessert. Her cheeks against the pit-pat of my cloth pad are
smooth and cold, sliding against my fingers. ‘A little more, there,' she
murmurs, voice simmering as she turns her face this way and that. ‘Mm.'
Once we are done, she lifts her glassy arms to the ceiling and flourishes
them, her hands gliding through the air. ‘Oh, my girl,' she croons,
‘Gorgeous, darling. Gorgeous.'
My enamour for her burns as she sidles into the dress left for her on the
table. I am the only one she allows to watch as she pulls the taut fabric over
herself, as she slides velvet across her long, loitering limbs. I know that she
watches me out of the corner of her eye, but she still grants me the pleasure
of voyeurism, pretends not to see me as I stand there, waiting, tracking her
lazy movements with an ashamed interest.
As a pair, we do too much watching, far too much. I know how she
follows me as I dust her spotless picture frames, performing a charade which
I suspect is purely for her own amusement. She knows that I look a tad
longer than I should at the curve of her spine as I tie her corsets, mapping its
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path up into her spindled neck. And we watch, too closely, at each other
once she has been powdered and dressed, as she cups my face in icy velvet
and leans in, almost daring, but never going far enough.
Because she dislikes how I can look straight through her and see her
every fault and worry etched lyrically into the lapsing furrows of her brow,
the tiny jut of her hips, the miniscule twitch of her lead-painted lips in her
little face. And she hates that she cannot do the same to me, that she must
settle with my warm body’s obfuscation, glaringly obscure, offering no
answers to her needling questions. So I am kept as an object of awe. I am
happy enough with that.
Still, however, she finds ways to fix those obtuse issues with myself that
she tosses and turns about alone in her queen-sized bed. One day it is my
posture, the next the way I organise her porcelain in its display. Behind these
pea-sized problems she sneaks in comments about how I show too much
(yet still too little). ‘You are so dreadfully human,' she announces. ‘You
show emotion far too easily and far too quickly. However, that cat-like grin
of yours hides only your disappointment at having to clean the lounge again,
no? I a m correct, yes?' When I shake my head she shrieks in mock
frustration, throwing her shoulders out behind her.
In comparison, she goes to any lengths possible to hide her feelings.
But she’s so transparent, ridiculously so, that for eagle-eyed me her hastily
strained smile is as easy to see through as the freshly scrubbed windows I
plague over every Sunday. ‘It is impossible,' she says, multiple times a week,
‘to sneak anything past you, my dear.'
It is. But she allows it, lets me watch her forever, spends eternity in my
half-lidded eyes as I bathe her, drawling tipsy fingers across her clear-as-water
skin. She refuses to face me when the powder has been taken off, so instead I
fall first for her silhouette in a darkened bathroom without the futility of eye
contact. All of our qualms are forgotten when we don’t have to hide from
each other.
‘I want to fix you,' she says, when we stare at each other on either side
of the kissing-seat, the wall of its lilting arm between us creating a barrier
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neither of us can cross. ‘I want to have you show yourself so I can show
myself back to you.'
I smile courteously. I want this to stay just as we are.
In a way, however, I want to fix her, too. In a similar fashion, perhaps.
But she has to be the one who first lays herself out, properly, to
me—because however else am I meant to show myself to her? Surely it’d
shatter her, break her weightless, fairy-light heart.
This is when I realise that I am cruelly, dreadfully, painfully in love. I
am softly enamoured with her and her corkscrew curls, her sweetly carved
wrists and her glancing little smiles. She is gainfully taken with me, as a pup’s
owner would be as it bounds around their feet, so much so that she provides
room, board, all manner of expenses on which to delight myself. But s he is
the source of my delight, her slow-dances across the manor’s hall with an
invisible partner, floating through the swirling world. But it isn’t important,
my mournful love, for there is no breaching that space that keeps her from
kissing me, from devouring me whole.
The Lady holds parties. Great, gorgeous, eclectic parties, filled with
people who would be, in any other setting, just as beautiful as the spinning
lights and shimmering decorations emblazoned about the manor. But s he is
there, and like an earthquake’s epicentre, she is the one from which all
activity seems to stem, the one which each and every conversation leads back
to. She stands, surveys it all, from her little platform above the waterfall.
And she takes out her eyeglass, and smiles, quietly, as she watches the world
move around her, for her, because of her. All of their boundless emotion is
too much, and how terribly fragile she is for it.
The party ends all at once, and all at once she sinks to the floor in my
arms, shivering like a lilting branch in summer breeze. ‘Fetch me,' she heaves,
‘my powder.' But I hear the twinkle of her glass-blown bones and, this time,
I cradle her instead, cupping her head to the crook of my neck.
‘It’s okay,' I say, looking outside to where the carriages scuttle down
through the glossy gates of the driveway, ‘for you to be vulnerable around
me.'
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She laughs, brittle, noses into me, cool skin against my collarbone. ‘I
know, darling, but I’d truly rather not let you see me like this.'
I begin to stroke her hair, still gazing away through the wavering glass
as her departing guests swarm the gardens. ‘I won’t look, if you’d prefer me
not to.'
She murmurs something into my skin, and I feel her lips curve in what
I can only hope is one of her charming little smiles. Silence falls on our
lonely hill like the velvet that cocoons her weak body as I carry her up to her
bedroom. I’m touching her too much, especially after the celebrations, but I
can’t hold it in any longer. The pain that curdles in my chest is too much for
me to hide.
‘I love you,' I whisper, as I tuck her shaking body like a precious trinket
into silk bedsheets.
‘You do not love me,' she replies, in the same tone. She moves my
languid hand from her neck, clasps it between her own. ‘You are simply in
wonder.' I am heartbroken at my own failings, and she is heartbroken that I
still have things I am hiding.
I cannot tell her. She is much too fragile for trivial matters of the
human heart. But still, I cannot keep myself from leaning closer, angling her
dreary face so that it almost brushes mine. Her smile is aching, her eyes
asking for me.
‘My Lady,' I murmur.
‘Your Lady,' and she kisses me, m
 y Lady, lets her icy breath seep down
my throat and freeze my weeping, tearful heart. Our eyes are closed. There is
no more watching for us to do.
I find her the next morning in the hall, shattered shards of aquamarine
glass splayed like fireworks across the marble floor. I gather them one by
one, take them down into the basement where they glance and glitter in the
sway of the bare lightbulb barely grasping the ceiling. I powder them, soften
them, fashion them again into her likeness, a pretty statue to place amongst
the others. I fancy I’ll have this one by the waterfall—this existence of my
Lady did so much like the waterfall.
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Grains of blue sand lay waiting in a pail beside the fire. I spend the rest
of the day and most of the night blowing softly against them as I turn them
in the jittering flames. Once she is done, I grasp her cooling body in a soft
wreath of cloth and carry her back up to the hall, where the sun from the
skylight perfectly illuminates each crevice of her sunken bones and organs
beating, slowly, to life.
Her heart, this time, is perhaps a little stronger. Maybe. I am never too
sure at the start. The childlike wonder I once had at my skilled fingers faded
long ago, and I am left profoundly empty as I watch her chest relax in slow
intakes of breath.
This is not the sadness of starstruck lovers thrown painfully away from
their partners by the gusts of fate, but the sadness of a girl who cannot bring
herself to let go. I cannot be who she wants me to be, and neither can she be
who I wish for. I know this. Yet I continue this childish love story, selfishly
indulge, think of all the ways I could nudge her fragile heart into being able
to love, to accept my love, for who she is.
Yet I am loving a shell of her, a shell that can return my gasping,
beating, weeping emotions, so human and so haphazard. And she is loving a
possibility, an unfurling story, with things to tell her that I will never tell.
Still.
I have a memory of the second version of her pressing a finger to my
lips as I am dying to tell her that the night before I had built her out of sand
again with shaking hands, crying because once I had kissed her I had felt her
fall apart in my hands. In this memory, she is holding me as I sob, and there
is a pleading look in her eyes that betrays that she knows something, but not
enough. On reflection, I think that she was begging, like a sickly dog, for me
to let her die.
‘Some things,' she had whispered, ‘are better left unsaid, darling. Some
things are better left broken.'
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Letters to the Lighthouse
Nairne Emily Hopkinson
Dear Athena,
I have been thinking of you / like a skeleton thinks of flesh / I don’t mean to
say / I WANT TO TAKE YOU TO PIECES / I mean / I will keep
whatever pieces of you I can get / I said your name today and it was familiar
/ like the way my lungs move / when I’m trying not to cry / I want to shake
my devotion loose / in my teeth like a dog with a bone / I have so many
teeth now / I have explored my new body with hands only / I am scared to
look in case I turn to ore / LOOK AT WHAT YOU’VE DONE TO ME / I
am too big now to hide from myself / I am becoming and becoming and
becoming / and becoming all over again / WHO AM I BECOMING? /
WHO DID HE MAKE ME? / WHO DID YOU MAKE ME? / I’m so tired
of choking on seawater / feeling salt chafe between my thighs / DO YOU
KNOW WHAT HE DID TO ME / WHY DIDN’T YOU STOP WHAT
HE DID TO ME / HOW DO I LIVE WITH WHAT HE DID TO ME /
why did you let me keep my eyes if I have no one to see them with? / I am
writing to tell you I have not forgotten you / I am writing to tell you I have
not masturbated in weeks now / I am writing to ask if I am even capable of
that anymore / I will not lose my body. / I am telling you: I will not lose my
body. / I said: I will not lose my body. / I WILL NOT LOSE MY BODY.
- M
 edusa
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Dear Medusa,
Even before my charm
They said your name like an emergency,
Called out like the lighthouse in a storm
And loved you like ‘dismember.'
Like they couldn't remember which words
Were soft enough to hold you.
I saw how he languaged you into ‘victim', into ‘statistic', into ‘whore'
Grinding your future into my temple floor
He would make you ‘prey', I would make you ‘beware,'
a lighthouse woman,
A promise and threat in one.
Your temple is one of teeth and terror
You will be safe forever
No hands shoved under skirts
No moving inside you, mortar and pestle
Your body is a sanctuary.
You are the warning sign, you are the rattle on the rattlesnake, you are the
birds fleeing the earthquake.
You are ‘watch out', you are ‘Me Too', you are ‘never again'
Remember:
Only weak women escape the fear,
All the others become it.
- A
 thena
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Barely There | Collette Ashby
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The Angel Encounters
Nairne Emily Hopkinson
…
There’s an angel out past the edge of the pier.
My grandmother said it rode in on the pearly froth of a storm.
Four arms grip the barrier
and seven blind eyes roll in my direction.
They have no ears.
Their halo
is made of kelp.
‘What do you want from the sea?‘
I ask.
OH TRAVELLER
with a tongue of space dust
IT’S TIME FOR THE PERIWINKLES TO COME HOME TOO.
………
The harbour angel arrives with the fog,
Winter morning haunting
ripples heavy in the air.
She peels herself
from the bottom of the last shipwreck,
milky eyes open across scaly skin.
Her halo is fishing wire,
the knobs of her spine polished smooth like sea glass.
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She takes me in her arms like driftwood.
Like the tide coming in.
The angel’s mouth on mine chafes my lips with salt
and the body makes mortal music,
a sea breeze humming through bone flutes
The current churns in us all the fever of motion
Returns us home to the shoreline
Trembling like a lyre.
………
His wings are millions of blades of grass
When you roll him in bed
He thrums with emerald.
The eyes on his thighs
Wink at you
As you turn off the light.
I HAVEN’T STOPPED SEEING YOU SINCE YOU WERE AN ATOM.
DON’T THINK THE DARKNESS WILL STOP ME NOW.
……….
This angel came to you as you sliced pork belly for dinner alone.
Her skin browns like an apple, and a second head peers at you
Through the eyes of a coyote.
Six legs, four arms, wings made of vines and a halo of dripping ink.
‘Well,’ you say,
‘You’re late for dinner.’
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The angel smiles:
Teeth of purest blue, with atoms like chicory, for blue-tinged feasting.
OH BABY, I EAT TIME FOR BREAKFAST,
NOTHING IS EVER LATE.
In seventeen days, your mortal friend will pass, sudden and cruel.
The angel has written all the poems they’ll read you when that happens.
One of them sounds like:
CONCEPT: One day the world opens up for you like a flower. The pollen is
green. The leaves are green. You look up at the sky, and that’s green too.
The sun skimming past like a great jade disk. In the corner of every map
and in the centre of every dahlia there lies an angel, with six wings, five
rows of feet, twelve eyes, with halos of phosphorus sugar. All their
mouths are full of nectar.
She has seventeen days to prepare this poem for you.
But that’s okay.
You’re not ready for poetry like this.
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Cumbrae
Emily L. Pickard
She was sitting alone, a light tartan scarf wrapped around her thin neck,
though it was the middle of June and the hottest day Scotland had seen in 30
years. She wore a light pale yellow jacket and green trousers. She’d decided to
sit across from me and my dog in the four-seater section of the train, though
I had made it clear, with my dog in my seat next to me and my laptop out,
that I didn’t want to talk.
My dog and I were going to Cumbrae for the day. The train ended at
Largs, and we could take the ferry across to the island. When I blew my nose
quite loudly with a cold, I looked at her sympathetically and apologized. She
smiled politely, said it was okay, and asked how I was feeling. The train was
overcrowded with beach-goers on a rare sunny day. I thanked her and asked
where she was going.
‘Largs.’
‘Are you just going for a quick beach walk? It’s meant to be one of our
last bouts of sun.’
‘I am.’
She didn’t immediately question my accent, which I found refreshing.
We sat in silence for a little while. Then she asked what we were doing.
‘We’re just going to Cumbrae. I think it will be one of the last times we
can enjoy the sun so we’re going for the inner circle. My dog, George, loves
the ocean.’
‘Cumbrae is lovely. I used to go there every year with my daughter.’
‘Oh that’s sweet!’
Her daughter had gone to Millport on Cumbrae every year with
school. It was a wee class trip they took so city folk understood island and
rural life. She had gone with the class a few times and after her daughter had
left school, they’d made a point of going every year for her birthday.
‘That’s beautiful. It must be a very memorable place for you both.’
‘It is.’
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We sat in silence for a bit longer. Then she asked where I was from and
she told me about where her cousins lived in Canada – a city not far from
where I grew up – and about her brief trip there. We laughed and chatted
about how it looks nothing like how most people here believe. Some
factories, some flat land – a contrast to the snow-peaked mountains and
lakes of the Scottish imagination. I told her I always thought Scotland was
lochs and castles before I moved here. She chuckled, offered me a sweet
from her pocket.
We sat in silence a bit more. I pulled out my book, thinking the
conversation was over, but we chatted about that too. She mentioned that
she thought her daughter would have liked the novel I was reading. I asked
her why her daughter wasn’t there to enjoy their favourite spot.
‘She died two years ago. I’ve kept going to Cumbrae for her birthday. I
can’t quite make the ferry trip to Millport this year but I’ll go to the point
and the beach.’
I sat in silence for a moment.
‘Will you get ice cream?’
She smiled at my question. ‘I love ice cream. There’s a lovely spot on
the shore.’
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he loves me not
loves notme he
me nothe loves
nothe loves me
he me loves not
loves he notme
me he notloves
notloves me he
he notme loves
loves me he not
me loves nothe
not loves he me
he me notloves
loves nothe me
me loves he not
notme loves he
he notloves me
loves he me not
me notloves he
nothe me loves
he loves notme
loves me nothe
me he loves not
notme he loves

Petal
Beag Horn
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Gemini
Beag Horn
If I never kiss your lips again
or lindy hop with you
watch Casablanca on your couch
and miss the train to Troon
if we don’t lose every pub quiz
or take the next wrong turn
score nothing again on Pointless
or smell the pizza burn
no longer smash the karaoke
or sing the blues we wrote
walk in silence on the sand
or share a rum and coke
if there’s no tennis in Brodie Park
nor Drymen in the rain
if I never sigh myself to sleep
soft in your arms again
then how will I know if the sun’s come up
with my senses unaware,
or if Gemini really brightened my night,
with you no longer there?
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The Big Fish of Galilee
Ross McWhinnie
Spare a thought
for people lost
between the lines, unmarked
on the Bible page
gauged unworthy
to make the great geography
of names and shames
that frame the stories kept.
Think a moment
on the ferment felt
by Lazarus’ undertaker, robbed
of a living by the recently dead.
Ponder what was said
of the blushing father at Canaan
explaining why wine was in short supply
to the already costly apple of his eye.
Consider too the crew
who, tasked with executing Andrew
listened as an old man
raved “No wi’that wan!”
and with him flailing and ailing
gave him the only gift
in their gift to give
by nailing him to a Saltire
not knowing he’d still be there
parading round George Square
two thousand years later.
The big fish of Galilee
were landed for history
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in wide-weaved nets,
great bells unspooling
across the sleep-black depths
of a past where starry minnows swam
too, all in bright glitter
and straight through the fisherman’s
inky pen-stroke webbing
untroubled,
unremarkable,
unremembered,
and so alive.
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Whale Fall
Juan Diego Medrano Zuniga
When the vast quaking of a whale’s heart stops,
two hundred tons of gentle, stoic flesh and bone suddenly
become meat and marrow; so, they fall,
with hardly a ripple for three thousand feet,
soon becoming a fresh mountain overshadowing the
phantom prairie of the ocean floor.
A mountain full of fairy tale riches –
golden oil, rubied muscle, silken fat, precious porcelain bones –
enough scavenger’s riches to fill a thousand sycophants’ sofas –
or corals, I suppose. The hagfish and sleeper sharks spend years
mining away at that mountain, leaving jagged streaks
where their teeth scraped the bottom of the barrel.
After the scavengers come the bottom feeders,
the hard-shelled crustaceans and worms that take
what their tiny mouths and stomachs can dominate;
they pry up and peer under the ocean’s floorboards,
sifting the sand for the bits of decayed flesh left behind.
They pick the bones clean, searching the dust for glitter,
and the current washes away the miniscule indentations
where their legs hurried them off.
In the last phase of a whale fall, of the death of a giant,
the humble bacteria caress the massive bones, and from them exhale
a sulfur silhouette that feeds the pained, patient, lingering masses.
Tens of thousands of creatures will wait upon those bones
for a hundred years, breathing in the echo of a whale’s life.
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Bitter/sweet
Josie Rogers
The air’s thick and pink over the M8
tonight. Great plate glass slabs of it, splintering
the city from the outside in –
dozy headlight light and exhaust
fumes crystallise in my eye-line then I’m
gone and they’re not. This place
gets itself into the pores of my face. Thick
and grey, people say. I remember
the way a smile splits my
niece’s face when she tells me
it’s opposites day. I say:
Do not look around an unlike earth.
Look through it like water. I am wading
through spent cardboard firework
tubes, slowly shedding the toes of my
boots. Barely a body and only that.
I’d like to move quickly through the city, soles
gobbling up the pavement, I’d like to use my flesh
and bones better. We’re all vibrating slowly
in the snow, from hand-on-phone to landed foot, these
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are not-quite-snowflakes, not-sleet, but
rain that has forgotten how to fall. i like
whatever you order off the menu and
your sort code: the perfect combination and
your mismatched socks - simply exquisite - and
i don’t know your password but it’s probably unbreakable even my
things are better when they’re yours:
old spoons and a Tupperware i left in your
room. i like the name of the place where you grew up. i like your toothbrush because
you picked it. i like your phone case because you picked it and
Those things are not as incidental as I
can see a couple huddled over curries, forearms intertwined. Two
bodies standing cheekclose, upturned bicycle at
their feet with wheels spinning spokes tenderly clicking
as if a crash, condensing skywards, became a kiss.
This place is not the story of my life, it is
one of the stories of one of my lives
it is sometimes this street
it is the shocked expression as your tongue curls in heat
on finding
sweet is bitter;
bitter, sweet.
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Equilux
Josie Rogers
night & light evened &
a damp ceiling of cloud folded over the third storey
the tension mechanism of Glasgow weather
we took the subway, mo d u l ated the variable
load, cable-hauled our bags & bodies home
the carriage was a d r eam in tangerine, upholstery louder
than the loops & splices & the thunder underneath. It was the ebb of the day & she
slipped a fat orange from her handbag like a gift
slip p ed it from its skin
It quietly erupted
sweet acid splinte r s
electrified traction pulled us closer, traced a line around the city,
t w o lines, through
the late snow
past docks & crescents, what seemed
the antevernal orange.
Five days later it hits twenty degrees.
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Glasgow, 1973
Cailean McBride
Charcoal clockwork coiled around a rain-grey cable,
the undulating engine powering this gothic machine.
Tenements and shops like black teeth in the bronchial
jaws of wheezing streets, soot-grimed, tired and mean.
Granite-carved monolith faces. Solid, unbroken but grey
as the river around which they live, fuck, fight, die.
Peopling pubs dense with Capstan fog and cheapest uisge-beatha,
then home to murk-closes, under orange lamps and a black-bruise sky.
Waking in surrender to blazing foundries and sky-fingering cranes.
The bleary, zombie shuffle through the post-dawn drowsy smirr
or bus seat shivers, staring through steamy windows mottled with rain,
sheltering in headlines of football, glam rock and union bluster.
Not yet realising that something was changing. The end of the old deal.
That talk of common markets, of new zones, of ‘the Sick Man of Europe’
spelling the end of this closed and cindered world, about to reveal
wider horizons, and of a bubbling, babbling, sense of new hope.
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A Beautiful Game
Hannah McDonald
In May 1989, Celtic beat Rangers in the Scottish Cup Final. It was the last
Old Firm cup final for ten years and 72,069 people watched it unfold at
Hampden Park. The referee was Bob Valentine. Joe Miller scored the
winning goal. I was eight years old, and it was the first football game I’d ever
attended.
I got the train to Mount Florida with my da, my Celtic top hidden
inside a windbreaker that my ma had made me zip all the way up. The
carriages were full to bursting so we stood, pressed up against packs of
rowdy football fans guzzling cans of Tennent’s and drinking whisky out of
hip flasks. They were loud, laughing and ribbing each other, and there was
something in the air that I couldn’t understand. An electricity. A tension.
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Beside us, a young guy was standing alone, his Celtic scarf bundled up and
stuffed inside his jacket pocket. When I asked my da why, he said it was
probably because he didn’t want any trouble. I asked him what he meant,
but he just shushed me and zipped his jacket right up to his chin.
The train emptied at the station and we started the walk to Hampden,
my da holding my hand tight. We passed groups of men and boys all
heading in the same direction, meandering along, singing songs and
laughing too loudly. My da kept pushing on past them, and I struggled to
keep up. I peered down alleys as we passed and saw rows of men pissing
against the walls. There was a man slumped over on the ground outside a
corner shop, wearing a Rangers top and covered in his own sick.
As we neared the stadium my da started to relax, stopped gripping my
fingers so tightly, slowed his pace to a leisurely stroll. There was a heavy
police presence on the grounds, keeping an eye out for any potential
troublemakers. We got inside after queuing for what felt like a very long
time, moving slowly in a line, me staring blankly at the arses of the men in
front of me. Once we’d found our seats my da finally unzipped his jacket,
safe in the sea of green shirts, and then helped me with mine. People around
us had flags, balloons, signs, all showing their loyalty to the Hoops. They
screamed their songs confidently across the park, towards the rows of men
in blue. My da sang along under his breath, smiling and balling his fists. The
Rangers fans sang back at us, their tunes sounding like dull hymns. I
imagined a wee boy like me over there in his blue top, at his first game,
trying to sing along, not really knowing the words. I was glad to be on this
side of the park, sitting beside my da, looking out onto the green grass,
freshly cut and ready to be played on.
It was hot in the stadium, sweltering and humid from the sweating
bodies of thousands of fans. The teams made their way onto the pitch and
lined up. A man with bagpipes played ‘Scotland the Brave’. Then, finally,
the game began.
I remember watching the men zoom around the pitch, following the
ball, blurs of green and blue. I had to stand on my plastic chair to see over
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the heads of the men jumping and moving in front of me. The first half
went in quickly, and I was mesmerised. Celtic scored and our side of the
stadium went wild. Rangers fans booed, but tried to keep the energy high to
maintain the players’ motivation. My da was more animated than I had ever
seen him, sweat pouring down his face, his Celtic top sodden and sticking to
his back. At half-time he went and got us a pie and Bovril. I ate my pie but
couldn’t stomach the Bovril, so he drank mine for me.
In the second half, Celtic didn’t score. Neither did Rangers. In the
final minutes Celtic wasted time, dribbling the ball round and round,
waiting for the final whistle to confirm they were the champions. Rangers
fans shuffled out of the stands opposite, while we cheered every pass. When
the whistle finally sounded, Hampden Park erupted. The players jumped
onto each other, the manager tackled the man beside him and lifted him into
the air, and the fans screamed and whooped and cheered. I looked over at
my da as he wiped a tear from his eye and scooped me up into his arms,
raising me high above his head like our team was about to do with their
trophy.
Once Celtic had collected the cup and left the pitch for the last time,
we got ready to leave. My da made me put my windbreaker back on even
though it was roasting, and insisted I zip it all the way up again. He did the
same with his own jacket. Then we sat for a while, letting the crowd bleed
slowly out of the stands, before leaving ourselves.
The walk back to the station was triumphant, going over the best
moments of the match with my da, chatting to other fans as they walked
with us to Mount Florida. But when we reached the entrance to the station,
we lost our victorious glow. The entrance was blocked by a thick plug of
people, some in green, some in blue. We couldn’t see what was going on.
Slowly, the news trickled back.
‘Some boy’s been glassed. He was talking to a few Rangers boys who
weren’t taking the loss well. Apparently he was goading them, trying to get a
reaction.’
‘Well, he got one,’ my da said, tutting.
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The police appeared and managed to disperse the crowd, clearing a
path into the station. They formed a circle around the body on the ground,
but as we passed I saw the boy, the wound on his head, the steady stream of
red. His eyes were closed. He wasn’t moving. I recognised his face –  he was
the boy from the train, with the scarf in his pocket. That scarf was now
being used by one of the policemen to stem the bleeding. Thick, wet blood
oozed into the green and white wool. I couldn’t look away.
When we finally got on the train, my da put his arm around me and
held me close to him. I buried my face in his side but I couldn’t get the
image of that boy’s face out of my head. An old man stood beside us,
undoing the Celtic scarf around his neck.
‘Better take this off,’ he said, bundling it into his pocket. ‘Don’t want
to end up the same as that wee lad. It’s a shame when the young ones take it
too serious, eh?’
‘Aye,’ my da said, shaking his head.
‘Absolute shame. But still, a great day for the boys in green. I nearly
cried seeing them lift that cup, and I’m not ashamed to admit it. It was a
beautiful game, wasn’t it?’
‘Aye,’ said my da. ‘A beautiful game.’
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Glass
Melania Mihalcea
There's glass on the pavement
Beer bottles broken
Someone's stolen spectacles
And
Flowers?
Growing inside the glass
Wait, it's not glass, it is ice –
Mother nature, frozen.
Not daintily like frost on grass
More like you had put it in the freezer overnight
In one of those ice cube trays
Or like a giant fancy soap bar
But that is not the case –
The plants are shattered
It's so unnatural, broken flowers
Normally, you can bend and tear and cut them up
But never break them
Not unless you drown them in the cold
Then smash them on the sidewalk
From a 3-storey height

Yeah, I see your open window.
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Snowstorm Radio
Melania Mihalcea
Blizzard coming closer, ice—
Against the cold—Boy trapped—
In confined intimacy—W
 ith death
Suspicions increasing, and a worsened—
Cough drops—50 miles per hour—down
It simply—Lost. 
The boy is—badly fallen—
Buried underneath—testimonials that—
Urge you to remain indoors—
This is effective against—the storm 
That is—I n love with you—
Taking the life of—Happiness—
The good news is, tomorrow will be surprisingly sunny.
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Colonisation
Lynnda Wardle
You have become a shadow. You cannot remember exactly when this began,
but over time a slow grey cold has begun seeping through your skin.
Everything seems damp and formless. You avoid your eyes in the shop
windows as you leave the flat and head up the street to buy milk and tea
bags.
All day you drink scalding cups of tea. The cold spreads down your
arms and into your fingertips and you worry that soon you might not be
able to move your arms. The possibility of becoming paralysed causes your
heart to roar in your ears and the noise is almost as terrifying as the cold
itself.
The morning ritual keeps the panic tethered for a while. You boil the
kettle for the first cup of tea before entering the bathroom to wash your
hands five times with boiling water. The water must be hot enough to make
you cry out as you hold your hands under the tap, willing the heat to travel
from your fingers into your arms and the rest of your body. Dry them with a
clean towel, paying attention to each finger. Clean under each fingernail
with a special file your daughter gave you when she visited last Christmas
(part of a nail set that lives on top of the bathroom cabinet, and when you
have finished using it, you replace the file in its little velvet groove in the
zip-up case). By now your hands are pink and raw, but this washing gives
you a sense of accomplishment, contentment even. By the time you reach
the kitchen you have begun to shiver with cold again.
You make tea slowly, careful to follow the order of things: teabag,
sugar, boiling water. Remove the bag. Keep it for recycling. Stir eighteen
times. Milk in and stir again. Clink the spoon on the lip of the cup. By now
the tea has cooled too much and you have to throw it away and start again.
Your tongue is covered with tiny white blisters.
You remember how you used to sleep like spoons. It must have kept
you warm, but you can’t really recall the feeling. How careless you were
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then. If only you had known, you might have found a way to store his
warmth in your body, to save it like a molecular battery. It seems to you now
that these oversights and stupidities are the crimes of your life, and you have
taken to writing them down on scraps of paper. The list is short but
damning. Small slights, petty offences. Wry asides at a neighbour’s expense,
a tilt of an eyebrow instead of a smile at his jokes. A birthday forgotten. You
confess, murmuring quietly to yourself. You write lists and make cups of
tea. The cold continues to colonise your body.
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Returning Takes Too Long
Mizzy Hussain
The outgoing song goes on and on.
Next time make plans to return earlier
than iced snowdrops blooming in their right season.
Before the golden, dried up, wretched leaves have dropped.
If possible, before the Indian summer ends,
while the cold sweat is still dripping its beads.
This is where you left a small piece of yourself.
You always promise yourself, next time.
It’s been five years already, although it seemed
like yesteryear only you patted the curly head
of a six-year old child
singing the outgoing song.
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Touch
Evan Colley
I caught a fleeting blitz
of touch when I saw a
man (Cossack) in song
next to his young with his
thumb and index finger
pinching the bridge of his
hale nose, his eyes close
and while he sits with his
knees to his chest on the
boarded floor his thumb and
finger wet, he turns a
muted eye to his girl,
beams,
then as a bleak sun
the song set in. I turn
to a tin whistle and
bound to the man,
‘For I have wooed, not as I should, a creature made of clay…’
Then go the bells. The song ends. We begin to applaud.
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The time, the times
Evan Colley
Keep time! Stay here
We can sit in the corridor while we drink
and listen to Michael play the guitar
softly like he does. We can sing then
leave after everyone is done. Sometimes
to leave can be a gift. We can walk
if you like, along the Clyde, all of us,
and watch the ripples unsteadily mirror
The lights
of the flats along the water, like a highway
of filament bulbs drowned in the ink
of the river.
There are people in there who own
those flats. Think of them – I’m sure it can
Be lonely
living without all of your friends next door
without them and their cooking or their
Music or their handy personal printer or their
Conversation –
Think of the carpet and the yellow walls
and the messy kitchen, think of the times
we have spent in your bedroom, think of
all the streamed films, think of bonfire
night and how those fireworks reflected.
Keep, time.
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The Peak
Judith Schofield
Most people would have thought it too hot for a hike that day. The sun was
beating fiercely down from a cloudless California sky, barraging the city of
Los Angeles. Mothers told their children to stay indoors. A weather warning
was in effect, the hospitals teeming with victims of heat stroke. She
considered cancelling her walk that morning. Twitching the curtain aside,
she glanced out and resolved to go. She’d lived here all her life and gone
hiking nearly every morning. Her father used to take her when she was a
child; he said it was important to be in touch with nature. On hot days like
this, he would lift her up onto his shoulders and carry her. Now she
preferred to go on her own. The only concession she made to the heat was to
wait until the afternoon, when the sun had dipped just a little, before setting
out.
Mounting the peak, she was gratified to find the way empty, as empty
as the streets before it. She had seen two or three people scurrying about
with the urgency of all city-dwellers, on some errand or other.
Her hair was sticky and damp, heavy with the summer humidity. She
walked with the surety and firmness of foot that comes from repetition; she
had been this way many times. The light shone bright upon her sweating
brow, and her chest heaved slightly as she climbed the path. She wore a grey
cotton shirt, dark jogging bottoms and hiking boots, as well as a watch,
which she checked with some frequency.
The path wound around the hill in a spiralling manner, each turn of
the bend giving one new panoramic views. You could see for miles all
around, the jagged sunlight bouncing violently off the artificial glass. It gave
her the impression of an assault, nature throwing itself against the
encroaching threat of civilisation. She could only spot one cloud, far, far
away in the distance, a wispy piece of transparent tissue. The birds could be
heard to call listlessly from the trees. Aside from this, almost all was silence.
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Lost in her contemplation of the view, she rounded the next bend
carelessly, and was startled to hear a loud rustling. She leapt back and stared
at the long snake traversing the path. Taking several deep gulps of breath,
she inched backwards, all the while keeping her eyes trained on it. The
creature hissed and reared back a little, baring its fangs. Her heart beat
heavily and she retreated back out of its view. She considered herself to have
a relatively thorough knowledge of the local wildlife, but the species of this
reptile eluded her. The patterning was unusual, the head a queer shape. She
was torn now, between turning back, or fighting her way forward.
Rummaging in the underbrush, she located a large stick.
Edging her way back to where she had left it, she found the snake in
the same place, head still reared, body coiled. Turning her face away, she
lashed out, again and again and again. Her blood was coursing quickly, and
it felt as though her tongue filled her entire mouth. Finally summoning the
courage to glance at her handiwork, a whoop of victory escaped her lips.
Before her it lay, mangled and bloody, more pulp than animal. She let out a
deep breath and threw down the stick in revulsion. Nausea began to grip her
stomach, and she stepped around it with a mixture of guilt and pride. She
felt extremely grateful that no one had been around to witness her barbarous
act. She wondered if indeed it had been venomous, or if she might simply
have coaxed it from the path with her stick.
Regaining her composure, she carried on up the path with a renewed
resolve to reach the top of the peak. She estimated that she must be about
halfway now, and she did not relish the idea of seeing her prey again on the
way back down. Her feet pounded rhythmically through the red dust,
kicking up a veritable storm, until the exertion began to get the better of
her.
Sitting down on a nearby boulder, conveniently placed just next to the
path, either by nature or by the tourism department, she checked her watch.
It had just gone four, and she’d planned to be home by six. Then, she
thought she heard a noise from up ahead, her eyes darting sideways. She
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jumped instinctively to her feet, just in time to see a stranger round the
bend.
‘Hello there,’ he called, with a solicitous smile.
‘Hi.’
‘Fine day, isn’t it?’
‘Yes, lovely,’ she said, beginning to move past.
‘You lost, young lady?’ he said, moving to intercept her.
‘No, I’m fine, thanks.’
‘It’s just that way is blocked now. Some sort of accident up at the peak.
Wouldn’t go up there if I were you, it’s grizzly,’ he said, his smile
unflinching.
‘Really? I hadn’t heard anything.’
‘Oh yes, you’d best turn back the way you came.’
She stood hesitantly, uncertain for a moment. It would seem unusual
and impolite to carry on her way after what he’d said, but something about
his manner bothered her. He had that sort of singsong, southern lilt to his
voice and a directness of speaking that made for a disquieting combination.
She noticed that he was still standing, watching her, as if waiting for her to
decide. She tried to shrug off what must surely be an irrational uneasiness,
wiped the sweat from her brow with the back of her hand, and turned to
walk back down the slope.
He fell in beside her, his pace matching hers exactly. She noticed that,
despite the oppressive August heat, he wore several layers. He had on a red
plaid shirt under a hefty dark-green coat, zipped up nearly to the neck.
When he glanced at her, he scratched his beard; a great, sprawling unkempt
thing that seemed to cover three fourths of his face.
‘You walk this way often?’
‘Sometimes,’ she replied.
‘I could swear I’ve seen you out here before. Most mornings, I’d
wager.’
‘Maybe. I don’t remember seeing you.’
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‘I’m quiet, me, keep myself to myself,’ he said, with a self-affirming
bob of his head.
The sun was getting lower now. She tried to sneak another glance at
her watch.
‘What’s your name, young lady?’
‘Abigail,’ she said quickly.
‘Abby! That’s a beautiful name. My first wife was an Abby. She passed
some time back. Bad case of the flu, would you believe it?’
‘That’s terrible.’
‘That’s what happens when you get to be my age. A strong wind’ll
blow you right over.’
They were still a long way from the bottom of the hill, or before the
path would diverge in any way. He was staring at her, as if waiting for a
response, as though she had missed some cue.
‘How old do you reckon I am, then?’ he asked conversationally.
‘I don’t know.’
‘Come on now, you must have a guess! I wouldn’t place you a day over
twenty. Go on, am I right?’
‘No, actually, I’m twenty-six.’
‘No kiddin’? Guess my eyes are goin’ a bit too. How ‘bout me then?’
He paused again. She kept missing her cues.
‘Maybe fifty?’
‘Fifty? You’re not far wrong, I guess. I’m fifty-eight. Thought I looked
a sight better though. Never mind.’
She could feel the perspiration budding all over her skin, but his was
visibly dry and pale. She tried to shade her eyes with her palm, suddenly
feeling a little lightheaded.
‘You smoke?’ he asked, pulling a pack of menthol Marlboros from his
inside pocket.
‘No, thank you.’
‘You don’t smoke, or you don’t smoke menthol?’
‘I smoke, I just don’t – ’
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‘Good, then you’ll have one,’ he cut in. ‘You’ll like these, anyhow,
they’re the best. Thirty-five years smoking, never needed another brand.’
He pulled one from the packet, stuck it in his mouth, and lit up.
Taking one deep drag for it to catch, he then pulled it from his mouth and
offered it to her. She could see the dark stains of his saliva on the filter tip.
However, the longer it hovered in the air between them, the stronger the
urge to resolve the tension became. She took it from him, took a small puff,
and began to cough. She felt a headache beginning at the base of her skull,
emanating from her spine. He was coughing as well, tiny, soft gasps like a
baby might make.
‘Terrible habit. Bit late for me to quit, though, I suppose. Damage
done, so to speak. I’d quit soon, before it starts affecting your looks.’
She grimaced but said nothing. Her eyes were trained firmly upon the
path ahead, judging the distance to the bottom.
‘You know what this place used to be, way back when?’
‘No, I don’t.’
‘It used to be the hookup point, where all the kids went after school to
have a bit of fun. Can’t count the number of times I came up here on a
Friday night. I don’t expect they do that anymore.’
‘I guess not,’ she said, nervously fingering the strap of her watch.
‘If these trees could talk…’ he said, raising one eyebrow.
‘Mhmm,’ she intoned noncommittally.
Now all his conversation was interspersed with pauses to take great
gulps upon his cigarette, and to emit those disturbing whooping
child-coughs. Her cigarette had burned itself most of the way down; she
took a final drag and chucked it to the ground.
‘Awful shame about that girl,’ he said, licking his cracked lips.
‘Who?’ she asked.
‘You know, the one up on the peak. I got there before they put the
barriers up. Terrible thing. It’d take a mighty fall to crack a head open like
that,’ he paused, for a series of coughs, ‘like a broken egg, it was. And her
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eyes, they were open, like she never even noticed. Her arms and legs too,
bent all out of shape, you know?’
He stared her full in the face, waiting for her response. She realised that
they had stopped walking. She said nothing, her breath sticking unnaturally
in her chest.
‘Such a young girl. Such a waste. Around your age. Just think about it;
there you are, off for a nice walk and then – bam! Light’s out.’
‘That- that’s awful,’ she said, taking a tentative step forward.
‘Makes you wonder, doesn’t it? What happened I mean. Could have
fallen, I s’pose, but it’d have to be one heck of a fall. You get all sorts ‘round
these parts,’
‘Mhmm,’ she replied, quickening her pace. They couldn’t be more
than ten minutes from the bottom now, surely. Glancing down, her face
blanched and her eyes widened.
‘What in the hell is that?’ he asked, looking intently at the dead snake.
‘It weren’t here when I came up.’
‘I,’ she stammered, ‘I had a bit of a run in with a snake on my way up.’
She tried to smile, to shrug it off, but it seemed glassy and discordant.
The pain in her head seemed to be approaching the levels of a full-blown
migraine. She longed to get home, to have a tall glass of water and some
Advil.
‘You got more balls than I thought,’ he crooned, staring appreciatively
at the bloodied reptile.
‘Thanks.’
They continued down the hill in relative silence now, his eyes trained
unwaveringly on her face. She pretended not to notice, alternating between
staring at the horizon and checking her watch. When they finally reached
the bottom, she felt as if her legs had turned to jelly, as if they might collapse
beneath her.
‘It was very nice to meet you, miss,’ he said, all smiles.
‘You too,’ she replied, turning to go.
‘What was your name again?’ he asked.
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‘Abigail,’ Rebecca replied, only the slightest twinge in her voice.
‘Abby… that’s right. I’ll be seeing you, Abby.’
‘Yes,’ she said, turning to beat a hasty retreat.
‘Wait!’
She felt a cold hand on her wrist, gripping tight.
‘You never asked my name,’ he growled.
‘Oh! I’m sorry. What’s your name?’
‘John. You can call me Johnny if you like.’
‘It was nice to meet you, John.’ she said, trying to extricate her wrist.
‘You take care now,’ he said, releasing her arm.
She tried to walk away at a regular pace, to maintain the illusion of calm
until she was out of his sight. As she took a left her pace increased, slowly,
until she found herself sprinting home. Coming on to her road, her eyes
stung from exertion and her chest was tight. Fumbling the keys from her
pocket, she found that her hands were heavy and intractable. Finally
emerging into the cool darkness of her apartment, she slammed the door
shut, bolting the latches hastily. She ran to the windows and shut the
curtains. She went next to the back door, checking that that too was locked.
Leaning her back against the door, her breath came in great, elongated gasps.
She wasn’t sure if she would cry. She flicked on the light, went to the sink
and splashed water on her face, then poured herself a glass. Sinking onto the
couch, she wrapped a blanket around herself, suddenly shivering.
Flicking on the TV, she turned immediately to the local news channel.
First there was a story about the heatwave, then a local fair that had been
cancelled. She kept watching for the entire half hour, but there was no news
of an accident at the peak. She went to the computer, typing in the name of
the peak, the date, and the word ‘death’. Nothing. She stared hard at the
screen, her eyes aching from fatigue. Maybe it hadn’t hit the news yet. Had
he been lying?
For some reason she thought of her father, and all of the hikes they had
taken along that trail. She tried to think of this, and only this, but each
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memory was interspersed with images of John, his enormous beard and
invasive eyes. His face seemed to overlap with her father’s face, eclipsing it,
until she couldn’t separate them.
When she shut her eyes that night to sleep, she kept seeing the snake,
first rearing back to attack her and then beaten into a bloody stain on the
earth. She heard the sound of his strange childlike cough as well, repeating
on a loop. She saw a body, alone at the top of the hill. Her head had split
wide open, brain spilling in the red dust. Her arms and legs were bent
horrifically, at the strangest angles. She was wearing a grey cotton shirt, dark
jogging bottoms, hiking boots, and a watch that had stopped.
She turned on every light and left the TV running. She awoke tangled
in the blanket on the couch, it wrapped so tightly that she could barely
breathe. She had dreamt that it was a snake, devouring her.
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Heart of Gold | Michael Spurway
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Pro Patria Mori
Mhairi Holmes
A dead soldier’s helmet
rests on the shelf above
my little brother’s bed,
green and rusted with
dents from bullets fired
from an enemy gun.
It looks like there’s blood on it! 
he had exclaimed, his eleven
year old voice still high as it
echoed around his bedroom.
Thirteen years old and already I
didn’t care for violent things,
for cracked remnants of history and
horror disguised as heroism.
We give little boys weapons from
the time they are children, the hilts
of swords and bodies of guns too big
for small hands, and whether it be made
of wood or plastic or metal – a sword is still
a sword and a bullet is still a bullet.
Their only aim is to wound, to take.
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This history stretches
across decades, across centuries,
the lives lost tallied on some single page,
as if numbers could
ever say enough.
My uncle lost his best friend to a training
exercise in Vietnam, their beds sets aflame
as they slept. The strongest left to fight
their way out, to fight their way to the front lines.
He’d nearly been court martialed
for trying to get back in to save him.
My grandfather lost his hearing in Korea,
and it took me years to realize why he never
quite seemed comfortable when more than
three of us were speaking in a single room.
My great grandfather died as his ship
fractured apart on the 24th of May, 1941.
Historians suggest that he hardly saw it
coming, that it was over so fast he would
have had no time to panic as the frigid
water trapped him in a metal cage, descending.
Six weeks ago my brother left on a ship
named after a president
famous for his assassination.
I can’t help but to hold my breath
each time my parents call.
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Untitled | Mila Manasova
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Untitled | Mila Manasova
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Three Witnesses to an Occupation
Michele Waering
i
we dinna write like these in-comers
n they dinna speak like us
n they dinna speak a the same
but they write a the same
n they pace a the same
n speak pacin a alang their wa
n they mark it
but they a dinna chisel the same things
they aye mutter at the stane’s face
aye mutter at their mallets and chisels
pee-oos pat-roos pat-ree-eye
wex-ill-ah-tee-oh
if the stane breaks
n slides
the chiseller swears—must be swearin—
by the tone uv it
over and over—
breathes prays—aye must be—
the mutterin’s different—
steadies the hands
n if we hear
owg-oos-tan
we know s’the horse wi wings
n the chiseller looks up to the sky
s’if he could see it
n we look up an a
expectant wondrin
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if these bastards
can see things we canna see
know things we dinna know
ii
so—
I followed every pace
counted with my own
watched them hollow out the ditches
but it wasn’t the pacing or ditching
that drew me
it was how they made the air ring
the sounds of language
their speech so many different accents;
tree felling, axes I understood;
horses hooves on the causeway
at lowest tide, their boats;
mallet striking chisel, chisel
scraping the stone away, the way
they understood figures would come
out of the stone take the air:
a boar running at a tree
longing to devour a tree—
are they so big they can fell one—
the fish-tailed goat
the winged horse
pace by pace
every grunt whistle shout
hung on the branches—
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it grew quiet as they left—
their officers ordering;
horses at White Moss neighing,
their riders picking their way down the hill;
the chisellers packing their tools away,
broken stones covered—
I have memories of one soldier leaning against the turfs
rueful but practical he seemed;
his comrades set an altar
prayers— always—
then they went away
and there was quiet.
iii
we watched while the chiseller
drew oot his animals
hunkered doon next the boles
to see the hors fly in
when Clyde water lay silken smooth
the rock fortress at Alauna reflectin
to see it skim alang
the hors might settle just o’er the water
just o’er the stanes
leap up with swannis
kick gulls awa
I wondered would it turn white in winter
at night it visited oure dreims
nuzzled oure shouldris
promised flight
we heard wings o’erheid
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makin the air fly siller in the branches
fand lang feathers in the mornings
searched for siller shone
some dreimed the goat-fish
was swimmin wi seals
curve lyk an otter’s back
saw it raise its horned heid
tae gawp at the earn
a siller fish in its strang talons—
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Gotland Island Games
Gerry Stewart
The long sun washes the walls,
gates flung open to a new invasion,
welcoming the battles they bring.
St Helena dancing around the May Pole
at midsummer, wearing a wilted blossom crown,
the Falklands at the corner shop,
Gibraltar in a ruined church photographing
how its angles cup the sky,
the Shetlands and Jersey walking the museum
past iron axes and painted gravestones,
the Faroes climbing the towers.
Islands contained within an island
like wildflowers of every hue,
they appear from the limestone.
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Gourdon | Nina Panter

The Mountain Falls
Janet Floyer
One hour before the earthquake hits her neighbourhood in Málaga on New
Year’s Eve, Julia is at home doing laundry. It is early morning on the day her
new husband, Carlos, is coming home from working on the oil rigs in the
North Sea. Julia wanted to stay at home tonight, just the two of them, but
her mother is organising a family dinner and she’s making Carlos’s favourite
— seafood paella. One month away, one week at home. Julia knows other
couples who have it worse though — live together full-time and bicker
non-stop.
The white cotton bed sheets she washed yesterday are hanging outside
on the balcony, flapping gently in the quiet morning sunshine. They smell
of fabric softener and winter air. A fresh bunch of calla lilies stretch tall on
the bedroom dresser. The dark wood shines and smells of wax polish.
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She loves the apartment they moved into just before the wedding.
They have two bedrooms and an open-plan kitchen and living room which
makes it feel spacious inside. From their bedroom they can see the mountain
that cradles the village; at this time of year it’s covered in greenery. By
summer the sun will have scorched the shrubbery and they will see nothing
but brown pine trees and silvery rocks. It is walking distance to the shops
and Julia’s parents’ house.
Julia puts the lacy lingerie she bought specially for tonight into the
machine, chooses a thirty minute delicate cycle and smiles to herself. There
is a new, plain white baby-grow tumbling round with her knickers. Carlos’s
flight is on time, and she can’t wait to surprise him.
Fifteen minutes into the wash she pours boiling water over fresh coffee
in a French press and checks her phone while she waits to push the plunger
down. She hops up onto the washing machine and sits, waiting for the spin
cycle to start. It was a cheap machine, some no-name brand the landlady
bought. She thinks she wouldn’t have to do this if they had bought
themselves Bosch, but they’re saving money to buy a house. The discount
machine can’t handle its spin cycle and Julia has to use her body weight to
stop it from shimmying out from under the kitchen counter and strutting
its stuff around the kitchen. She finds it in different parts of the room if she
leaves it to spin on its own.
Twenty minutes into the delicate cycle Julia’s phone pings with a
WhatsApp message from her sister, Carolina.
‘Are you waxed and ready for action?’ A crazy face, champagne bottle,
and female Flamenco dancer emojis trail along after the text.
‘Fuck off!’ Crying with laughter emoji.
‘Seriously. Do tell! Brazilian?’ Scream face emoji.
Julia takes a gulp of coffee and snorts out a laugh. She rubs away
droplets of coffee that have landed on her white jeans. She thinks that in a
few months time she won’t be able to button these up, and imagines her
belly growing bigger. The thought makes her feel uncomfortable, she likes
the tightness of the fabric on her waist. The machine changes its tune and
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the spin cycle starts with a jerk. Julia tries to sit heavy, no shimmying for you
today, machine! Black coffee sloshes about in her mug.
‘Not telling!’ Julia types.
‘OMG…did you have a Hollywood?? Bet you want to get out of
dinner with mama tonight!’ Carolina types.
‘Love-heart,’ she types, then adds a devil emoji. ‘I have another surprise
for him!’
The machine starts to shake beneath her. It’s noisy and uneven
sounding as it loses its balance and wobbles. It makes her giggle and she
knows she looks ridiculous sitting on the crazy machine, but she’ll be sitting
on Carlos soon and she doesn’t care. She’ll show him the tiny baby-grow
afterwards. Her phone vibrates.
‘Lucky boy! What time does he land?’ Carolina texts.
‘10:15, Lufthansa…always on time!’ Smiley face.
‘Make sure you do it before mama’s paella, she’ll make you eat so much
you’ll be too full —’
‘Yes!’ Julia types. ‘Did you feel that?’ No emoji.
‘What?’
‘Shaking,’
‘I’m doing the spin cycle…’ laughing emoji.
The machine spins faster, new lacy knickers squish against a cotton
baby-grow inside the cold metal drum.
‘WTF????’ Carolina texts.
Julia’s body weight can’t hold down the washing machine any longer.
The shock waves from the earthquake rumble below her apartment and the
cheap machine bucks Julia onto the floor like a rodeo novice and chases her
across the kitchen. The washing machine flies up, landing on its side while
the door shoots open, emptying Woolite infused water, lacy knickers and a
single baby-grow onto the floor. From where Julia lies on the kitchen floor,
she looks at the mess and feels rage for the embarrassingly cheap machine.
Cleaning up the mess will make her late to meet Carlos at the airport. She
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wants to check the time on her wristwatch, but she can’t move her left arm,
can’t feel it all. Her clothes are soaked in washing machine water, and the
half-witted beast of a contraption has pinned her to the floor. Fucking
thing, she thinks, they’re definitely buying the Bosch next time.
Julia grips her good hand over her belly and falls through the
apartment building towards the basement. The washing machine free-falls
behind her and crushes her with its weight as they land, entwined together,
on the ground. She smells fabric softener and Woolite, and thinks of her
surprise. The baby-grow was brand new; miscarried inside the womb drum
as the earth swallows them whole.
Carlos, sitting in seat 7A, looks up from his newspaper as his flight suddenly
pulls up from its descent into Malaga. The air traffic controller alerts
Lufthansa flight 7693 from Frankfurt to abort, abort, abort! Carlos looks
out through the plexiglas oval and sees the mountain slide into the city.
He isn’t aware of turbulence, only a sudden heavy feeling as gravity
sucks the passengers deeply into their seats when the pilot aborts the landing
at the last minute. Carlos hears the engines rage with noise as they strain to
lift the plane skywards. The runway below has split in half.
The pilot announces they will divert to Granada, or possibly Alicante.
His voice sounds alarmed and the flight attendants exchange nervous
glances. Carlos strains his neck, looking backwards towards his village
nestled in the mountain’s foothills. The shape of the mountain has
changed, and he can see nothing but dust billowing up where houses and his
apartment should be.
Had you been on flight 7693 that morning, you might have sat next to
Carlos in seat 7A. You might have grabbed at his knee when the airplane
aborted its landing into Malaga at an altitude of just 150 feet. You might
have wondered at the man who had been smiling while he cracked his
knuckles and worried his wedding band. You wouldn’t have known his mix
of excitement and fear: that he didn’t want to use contraception, he wanted
to fill the apartment with babies, the sunny balcony with bicycles and dolls.
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You would have seen Carlos holding his warm hand against the cold
oval window calling out for Julia.
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Firbush
Mizzy Hussain
By the passing places, brown waters rush
and coy green seahorses push up the earth.
Along the passing places, stacks of
fir-timber scent, piled high like browned
stubs of cigarettes. Beyond the passing
places, learns how to harness four sheets to
the wind and harvest wool from stone-circled
field. Not far, not far from the marked lambs
and the yellow-eared calf, but quite far,
quite far, from the passing places.
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The Fig and the Wasp
Jordyn Austin
While perusing the jellies and the truly absurd amount of nut butters at the
supermarket, you innocently ask,
‘Do you like figs?’
What a funny question, I think. And an even funnier word.
F
 igs.
It feels a bit dirty, doesn’t it? Like a bad word your mother has always
told you not to say, but that you’ve heard slip from her tongue a few times.
Like when she misplaced her car keys:
‘Figs!’
Or when she realized she hadn’t taken your baby sister out of the car
seat after five minutes of being in the house:
‘Figs! Figs, figs, FIGS!’
It could be used flippantly as well. For example, think of something
you’d say, ‘Ohhh, pish-tosh’ in response to. Got it? Now, replace ‘pish-tosh’
with ‘figs.’ See? It works, right?
Once you get past how silly it sounds, it denotes something quite
sensual, doesn’t it? In the Garden of Eden, Adam and Eve had only fig leaves
to cover their naked bodies after they’d eaten the forbidden fruit. Had they
eaten a fig, perhaps?
In ancient Greece, ‘sykon’, a word from which ‘sycophant’ is derived,
meant ‘fig’. It was also used to describe the external female sex organs, which
we now refer to as the vulva. In Italian, the word for ‘pussy’ is ‘fica’, which
in Latin translates to ‘fig’. As in, I want to eat your fica. (Who doesn’t love a
double entendre?)
A fig is a fig is a fig, and you can find a fig in the produce section of
most grocery stores. However, while safe to consume, a fig actually isn’t a
fruit; it’s a flower. Really, it’s an inverted flower, but a flower nonetheless.
Our consumption of the fig relies on a symbiotic relationship between
flower and insect. The insect is so dedicated to the fig that the term we use
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for it comes from the very thing it lives to pollinate. It’s called a ‘fig wasp,’
and its first name is its means of survival. Just as the fig wasp cannot live
without the fig, the fig cannot live without its Arthropod counterpart. Its
shape has been designed by nature to house the eggs of the fig wasp, making
the existence of these two beings whatever is the opposite of mutually
exclusive.
I’ve heard that when you eat a fig, you’re also undoubtedly consuming
a fig wasp. But this is not always the case. Usually, the female fig wasp lays
her eggs in the male fig, which is inedible, leaving the female fig untouched
and ready to be pollinated. The female offspring then depart from the fig to
continue the journey of pollination. The fig wasp is a fickle bitch, however,
and in her search for ample breeding ground, she may enter a female fig
(which is the fig we consume) to lay her eggs. But the female fig is
inadequate, and so the wasp dies inside. Thus, when you bite into a fig, it is
possible that you’re biting into what had once been her exoskeleton. Head,
thorax, abdomen… what a thrill!
Here’s how to pick the perfect fig: first, ignore everything I said about
the fig being a saucy, little minx because you actually do not want it to be
dirty. Any imperfections—rips, blemishes, or the like—and it’s past its
prime. You do, however, want it to be soft and plump. Grasp the fig gently,
squeezing it ever so slightly. It could burst, but it doesn’t; make sure it gives
way to the pressure of your touch. And finally, be skeptical of its color. A
perfectly ripe fig should be a deep purple, so if there’s a lot of pink, this is a
good indicator that it’s too young.
But this is all beside the point, and still, we’re standing in the
supermarket. You’re analyzing each and every butter and jelly.
You clear your throat in an attempt to get my attention.
‘Figs?’ I ask.
‘Yes,’ you say. ‘Figs. As in, the fruit.’
‘Actually, the fig is a flower.’
You roll your eyes.
‘Well, is it a flower you’d enjoy in jam form?’
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‘Yes, yes. I love figs.’
And that’s the honest-to-god truth: I fucking love figs.
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ONLY SALT AND SULPHUR LEFT IN PERGAMUM | Hannah Kate Absalom
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The boy who hated yellow
Madalena Daleziou
When the boy comes home late, he shields his belly and flinches
though his lover’s chapped hands could hardly scare a bird.
He brought nothing home but dripping hair and soaked clothes.
He had promised his lover hand balm.
He had promised him to be back in ten minutes.
He had promised himself not to disappear every night.
Silly boy. How old did you get on that iron bench
waiting for the bus? You were so drunk
that girl’s skirt became a balloon about her knees
and you mistook a stranger for a dragon
when he puffed mint cigarette smoke on your face.
The more you wished the world to stop spinning,
the more your head swam in cheap beer.
You tried to get out, but the downpour drowned you.
Only the thought of his eyes back home kept you sane.
The boy kisses his lover’s fingertips, never telling him
he counts in them the yellow taxis that passed him by.
(Strange; all the drivers’ faces looked like one he wants to forget)
Home, those chapped hands, were a handful of coins and
a wave away but he waited, letting the raindrops
blind him until the world’s spinning slowed down
and a sunray pitied him and walked him home.
He never waves. He might bruise something.
He still feels the phantoms of old bruises,
from a hand belonging to a man called father.
The boy would watch him leave, or rather he wouldn’t,
he was busy tasting the blood in his mouth. He would only hear
the hand slam the yellow taxi’s front door, driving away every night.
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Silly boy. How long have you kept your love waiting?
When you kiss his fingertips, he never tells you
he counts in them the horrible things he thought
might have happened, when he woke at 3.08 am
and no hand cream was on the bedside table and no
you in the bed. He wonders if one of these days
you will let him in your head, tell him why
you disappear every other night, but when he asks
why the hell you didn’t take a taxi, you bite his lips
and taste the blood and laugh and say you hate yellow.
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October Skies
Siam Hatzaw
This morning, we woke up and chased the sea.
It’s my birthday and I’m writing you a eulogy.
From salt crystal jewels in the air
the light here rings bittersweet,
but the wind kisses clouds awake anyway.
Tonight, thoughts of candles in a cake
and laughter dances round the room.
Tomorrow, think of candles stained with deepest sympathy.
I bought new shoes, did you see?
Black, with a sensible heel (for dancing, for mourning)
Birthday shoes, I tell myself.
Funeral shoes, I remind myself.
Wandering through the shop before close,
Can I help you?
Are you looking for something?
Yes, I’m looking for something
to teach me to be both.
The tightrope, the balancing act.
Ceiling rays mark uncomfortable faces.
The light here rings bittersweet,
but I try a smile and buy the shoes anyway.
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When I had no words left to pray,
the tide talked to me about release.
All the weight of all the oceans carried over,
over,
over,
just to set it down upon the shore.
Not some grand goodbye,
no catastrophe—no tears.
Waves breathe a sigh,
settle on waiting sand.
You can take your grief and set it down,
I hear in something like whispers.
I sliced red apples from our garden,
watched angels in the streetlight of your room.
I used to love the lilies
(favourite flower, first dates remembered)
until the scent drifting from your bedside mixed with gone
every time I passed your door.
I can’t love them anymore.
It’s alright, I’ll find a new favourite.
There are endless beautiful things
to pick apart, to adore,
to change your mind, to detest.
The light here rings bittersweet.
And isn’t that the best?
Pockets of joy in all this loss.
In these, pause.
In these, rest.
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Fern
Rebecca Smith
I don’t live here anymore. We drive past East Lodge, over the cattle grid and
along the single-track road, sandwiched by fields. I watch the sheep grazing
under trees, one or two of them, their muddy woollen backsides slumped on
the tarmac at the edge of the road. It feels like we are trespassing.
‘Are we allowed to come here?’ Olly says.
‘Yeah, the Gardens are open to the public. Have been since I was little.’
He looks up to the hill to where we used to set off fireworks on Bonfire
night.
Anyone could drive through the iron gates, their tyres rattling on the
cattle grid, and walk around the Estate Gardens. People were meant to
marvel at Gunnera Manicata, the once-exotic plants that were brought from
India, China, America. They were meant to be impressed by the
well-planned paths, walls, rivers and bridges that span a couple of acres.
Anyone could walk by the overgrown summer house and through the pet
graveyard where Socks, Indy and Moss were laid to rest.
We park where the visitors park, behind the Stable Block. Once upon a
time, they exercised horses here in the cobbled square, beneath a large clock
tower. The stables in which the horses slept and the lofts where the straw
was kept are now a series of flats and apartments for rent.
‘Is that your old house?’ Olly stretches as he climbs out of the car. He
points up to the Big House, not a hint of sarcasm in his voice.
I hold back a sigh. ‘No, sweetheart, that’s the Hall. Where the Lowell’s
live. They own the estate. We never really went there.’ To us, it had a
forcefield around it. We never dreamt of going near it. We played in the
woods, by the lake, in the gardens but never within the perimeter of the
house.
‘Oh.’ He sounds disappointed.
‘Actually,’ I say, ‘we went in once. They held a Christmas party for the
staff. We ran through the corridors and got freaked out at the old portraits.’
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We look at the turreted building, the ornate carving on the window
frames.
‘Fancy,’ he says.
‘We lived in South Lodge, at the end of the estate. Come on, let's walk.’
The beech trees are in their freshest green bloom, the leaves lit up by
the sun. They grow large and ancient every few metres (perfect planning, of
course) and offer a warm shelter along the way of the road. Patches of
bluebells have sprung up in corners and wild garlic promises pockets of
scent in the coming weeks.
The road to South Lodge runs parallel to the Estate Wall. The wall is
an unmovable feat of traditional workmanship. It skims the edges of the
Estate, neatly marking the most important land to the family. The actual
acreage owned by the Lowell’s goes much further.
In some places the wall is twelve feet high, built with blocks of
sandstone and melded with lime mortar. These were walls to last, to make a
statement, to do a job; keep out the undesirables. As the wall circles the
Estate, the lodge houses, North, South, East and West stands guard at the
entrances. They are small replicas of the bigger house, designed with a turret
or sometimes, an oval window with stained glass. All to proclaim their
wealth to the travellers on the road.
The ornate gates stay locked at the Lodge houses, their spikes and
spears impossible to scale. Only the East Lodge’s gates are left open daily, the
cattle grid built to stop the sheep wandering to the village. South Lodge sits
just behind its gate, a padlock wrapped around the railings. The public road
encircling this part of the estate is like a mini bypass.
The house has seen better days.
‘This is where I grew up.’
Olly looks doubtful. ‘Does anyone live here now?’
‘I don’t think so. There’s no car.’
‘They might not own a car.’
‘Everyone has a car here.’
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I walk past the front door, past the large shed my Dad built. The paint
on the window frames, once a deep green, is peeling off like old varnish. The
coal bunker is still here, a huge mass of concrete with a rotting trapdoor in
its roof. I have an urge to sit on top of it like I used to.
‘Look, I’m not sure about this, Fern.’
I had forgotten how quiet it was here. It feels like time travelling. ‘It’s
fine,’ I whisper.
Some of the trees have grown to beyond recognition and are large and
unruly. Some of the grandest trees haven’t grown at all.
We carry on down the stone steps to what we might have called the
back garden. It was where Dad built our Wendy house, where he strung up a
tractor tyre from the beech tree and we swung on it for hours in shorts and
muddy knees.
It looks different. The space has been filled in with dusty earth. It looks
smaller. The beech tree that housed the tyre swing is as solid as it has always
been, but the swing is gone. The Wendy house is gone too. The
rhododendrons have been beaten back and only a few tame bushes are left.
The dark places we made dens and played hide and seek are gone.
Olly follows me and we stop underneath the beech tree. We are right
on the edge of the Estate with the public road to the farm on the other side.
The soil under our feet has a dry, sandy quality. I kick the earth with my
trainers. It is only early May, but the weather has been unprecedentedly hot.
‘It’s so dry,’ I say.
He shrugs. ‘I think London’s had it worse.’
I ignore him and run my fingers over the sandstone bricks in the wall.
‘What are you doing?’
‘Nothing.’ I am crouching down now, feeling the rough stone. Some
of the lime mortar crumbles when I touch it. I push moss down like a
sponge to see past into the crevices. Here. The pill box. I nudge it out and
stand up straight, my back clicking back into place.
‘What’s that?’
‘I put it here when I was little. I must have been about ten.’
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I open it. A small silver ring sits safe and quiet.
I grin and look at Olly. ‘A boy gave me it. Under a table at the Church
jumble sale.’ I hold it up to show him. Quite unexpectedly, I see John’s shy
smile as he gives me the ring, sleeves of jumpers and legs of jeans hanging
down from the trestle tables. Our own dusty, musty scented den.
He raises his eyebrows but says nothing and turns back to the house.
The wedding is in a hotel that hadn’t existed when I was younger. A
transformation of an old country house, the gardens boasting bulbous
rhododendrons in pinks and purples and rust coloured Japanese Maples.
The wedding of my best friend to a man I have never met. Olly is wearing
his work suit and I am uncomfortable in a smart dress. We look like we are
going to a conference. The bar is in a large room, the bay windows framing
the dark water of Windermere.
‘Is it weird being back?’ I am asked for the hundredth time that
afternoon.
‘No, no. Well, yes, a bit. But it’s lovely to come back and be here
again.’
Josie looks beautiful in her white dress and rosy cheeks. Her husband is
from the next valley along and looks kind and very happy. I kiss him on the
cheek as he smiles warmly at me in the line-up after the ceremony. I think
about asking Josie if she has invited John but instead I smile as she hugs me
tight and says how glad she is I’ve come.
‘Of course. Of course, I’d come!’ I say.
There are canapés, prosecco, a few garden games of boules and skittles.
More prosecco, wine and beer.
I want to see the lake. The house – hotel, rather – is built up a hill and I
wander over to the tip of the lawn, between two large rhododendrons.
There is a rockery garden below and then, further down from that, another
large house with fenced-off tennis courts.
‘Hi Fern.’
My heart, quite unexpectedly, falls open.
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‘Hi, John.’ He hasn’t changed much. He looks uncomfortable in a suit
and has already loosened his tie. He is not as tall as I remember, and his hair
is too short.
‘How are you?’ he asks, shifting on his feet. I notice his boots are
covered in old yard dust.
‘I’m good, I’m good.’ Pause. ‘And you?’ I picture the ring in the pill
box, stored away in a pocket of my handbag.
‘Good, thanks. Good.’ Pause.
‘Is that...?’ I look over towards the woman I think I recognise, wearing
a long green dress over by the skittles.
‘Yes, Amy! We got married after sixth form college. We have two kids
now!’
He goes for his phone from his jacket pocket and fear flutters at my
chest at the thought of looking at pictures of his children.
‘Oh, how old?’
He is still fumbling around.
‘Six and three. Two girls. Poppy and Rosie.’
Classic, I think.
He can’t find his phone. ‘Must be in Amy’s bag.’ He smiles
apologetically. ‘And you?’
‘Me? No kids, no. It’s…’ I stutter. Pause. ‘It’s all good. I’m with Olly.’ I
nod in Olly’s direction. John half turns but doesn’t bother looking all the
way.
‘I’m glad you’re doing well.’
‘Yes.’ I nod back, more relaxed. It’s nearly over. ‘I’m just going to…. I’ll
see you later….’ I walk past him, past a woman who I think was the village
hairdresser, into the bar where Olly is perched on a stool, lecturing the
barman. I walk into the bathroom and sit on the closed toilet seat, my coke
in my hands. I watch the ice melt.
After the speeches there is salt marsh Cumbrian lamb and wandering
in the garden and drinks and drink and drink. I tell people about my job,
only when they ask. They give impressed noises, the kind of noises I make
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when someone tells me something I don’t quite understand. There is a fair
amount of eyebrow raising. It may be surprise.
As the sun sets and Windermere shines like a mercury river, I stand in
the bay window and watch the other side of the lake. I take in the wooded
shore and the road that splits the hills like a Victoria sponge. The bats have
woken up and are dive bombing the patio furniture. You can’t see our house
from here, but you can see the part of the lake that is closest to it. It is
somewhere in that dark green heart.
I slip away as the cake is being cut. I change my high heels for trainers
in the well of the driver’s seat, my handbag flung on the passenger’s seat
where Olly should be. I set off down the tree lined path and feel a huge surge
of freedom. I put the windows down, all four of them and swallow in the
night air. As I change gear round sharp bends and blind hills, I feel anchored
to the lake, skirting its circumference, firmly back in the compass’s arc.
There are no other cars, but I park in the same spot as we did earlier. I
walk quickly, my dress tight on my hips and my arms bare. The sun has not
set yet and I wish I’d brought a jumper for when it’s properly night. It smells
different from today. The ground is cooling down. There are more creatures
on the move and a dampness seems to be creeping through the sorrel.
South Lodge is in darkness, deserted. I look at the windows but have
no urge to look through them. I don’t need to see what colour the walls are
now. I run down the stone steps behind the house. I wonder, briefly, if
anyone will be in the Estate Office. I could phone up and ask to buy it,
name your price, I’ll buy it.
At the vanished tyre swing, I sit on the dusty earth, my back against the
unsurmountable wall. I breathe in the still air as my fingernails dig and turn
brown from the soil. I haven’t thought about the walk down to the Lake for
years, the winding path under the old trees then the hill we used to sledge
down, steep and bumpy all the way to the rocky shore. I want to be on that
path again.
A pheasant shrieks. I look at my trainers, covered in fine dusty soil. The
ground needs more rain. We need it to mould us together, to make us sit in
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the bay window or under the porch and marvel at the onslaught. How the
rain pours out of the clouds.

Bride | Nina Panter
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Lightbulbs
Emma Jokinen
When the lightbulb in the bedroom went out, it was more than she could
bear. Already that day she had fixed the dripping faucet in the kitchen, and
she had looked outside and realised that the bushes needed trimming. The
rain would not stop pouring.
It was two weeks and four days since Tom left her. He was in love. He
had forgotten what it felt like. They hadn’t loved each other in so long. She
knew that. She didn’t need him to tell her that. But she remembered how it
felt. She had never forgotten.
It was a Wednesday. When she opened the curtains, she could make
the bedroom almost bright enough. Perhaps if the sky hadn’t been so grey.
Perhaps if the room hadn’t always been so much lighter.
She could have cried. Her eyes were always full of tears these days.
They gathered up inside her like water behind a dam, but she was in full
control of them now. She had built up her dam over the first few days; it had
been weak and full of cracks, it had broken many times. It was strong now.
It wouldn’t break until she allowed it to. When she had the time and the
energy to curl herself up on the floor and wail like an orphaned child. Not
today. She had to change the lightbulb before she went to work.
Coffee cup in hand, she realised that she didn’t know where the
lightbulbs were kept. She could ask him. He was always only a phone call
away. And then he would ask her how she was doing, and she could tell him
that she was fine. Wasn’t she fine? She had fixed the faucet herself, hadn’t
she? She had put on her makeup and brushed through her hair, hadn’t she?
She still hadn’t missed a single day of work, had she?
All the while, he could be lying next to her, and she would be none the
wiser. To hear his voice. And to know that at that very moment, her hand
could be on his chest. H
 er; the bouncy girl with the scarlet hair and blinding
smile. Girls like that never had bad days. Girls like that kept their legs shaved
and went to the gym several times a week and didn’t complain about
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anything and never said no and didn’t expect him to take care of himself, no,
because girls like that had all the time and energy in the world to take care of
him.
She couldn’t ask him. She had lived in this house twenty years; she
ought to know where the lightbulbs were. She rummaged through the
storage closet, sipping on her coffee so it wouldn’t overflow as she balanced
on one foot and reached higher and higher.
There was a box on the top shelf she couldn’t reach. The top shelf was
only for him. She had to carry a chair from the kitchen and stand on it in
order to get to that last box. Of course they would be in there. He was the
one that changed the lightbulbs.
There were three different sizes of bulbs, and she brought the whole
box to the bedroom. She stood on the bed and unscrewed the lightbulb
from the ceiling lamp. She couldn’t remember the last time she had done
this. There was a tiny flutter of anxiety in her chest, a fear that she would
drop the lightbulb and it would break and leave shattered glass all over her
bed.
She inspected it without fully knowing what she was looking for. The
size and the wattage, she supposed. She compared the numbers on the
lightbulb to those of the ones in the box. None of them matched. She
compared the sizes and none were the same. She chose one that looked
similar enough and tried to stick it into the ceiling light to no avail; it was
just a tiny bit too small. So close, but not quite enough.
Her legs bent and brought her down. She sat on the bed and looked at
her collection of lightbulbs. She was tired. But she had to get up and drive to
the office. Put on her smile and keep her mind distracted for the next eight
hours.
On her way back home, she stopped by the store to buy groceries and a new
lightbulb. She brought the old one with her in her handbag in order to get
the right kind. Then she stocked up on ready-made meals, and some meat
and potatoes, in case there ever was enough hours in the day to cook.
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There was traffic and her back ached. When she finally stepped inside
her front door, she dropped the grocery bag to the floor and sat down
against the wall until she could manage to stand. After eating a tasteless
dinner at an empty, silent table, she decided to give the lightbulb changing
another go.
And the new bulb she’d bought, the more expensive and energy-saving
one, was broken inside the box. She didn’t know if it had happened as she
drove home, or if she could blame someone else for this. Was there a phone
number she could call to complain? Should it be brought back to the store?
Again the urge to call him overwhelmed her. But wouldn’t she look
silly? She was nearly 50, and there she would be, begging him for help with a
lightbulb, sobbing as if she wasn’t doing just fine. But she was, normally. It
had been at least a few days since her finger had actually hovered above his
name on her phone screen.
The new one wouldn’t do such a thing. That type of girl would break
up with a boyfriend, eat some Ben & Jerry’s, and go out to a club and find
herself a new guy for the night. She hadn’t even considered someone else
since he left. She couldn’t picture another man’s hands on her, another’s lips
against hers. No, the new girl never asked for help. One day she w
 ould be
eight months pregnant, belly out to here, still attending her spin classes and
changing her own lightbulbs.
She knew she should be happy for him. He was in love. He hadn’t
remembered what it was like. But how could he forget something like that?
She remembered everything. The way he looked at her in the early
days. The flutter in her chest every time he rang the doorbell. How her face
had hurt from laughter after every date. His hands on her skin like
electricity. Sometimes she saw him in a moment, a perfect moment, when
the mere sight took her breath away, because of the colour of his eyes, the
curve of his lip, the strand of hair hanging over his forehead. She
remembered. She would carry these memories wherever life took her.
But when she brushed her teeth that night, she couldn’t help but
inspect herself in the bathroom mirror and see all the things he had seen in
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her. The wrinkles in the corners of her eyes and on her forehead. The grey
hairs. The fuzz above her upper lip. And down it went, to the sag of her
breasts and the softness of her belly and the thickness of her thighs. No
wonder he had fallen for someone else. Could she blame him? Could she
blame him for preferring h er over this?
Tom had taken care of himself. He had gone to the gym regularly, kept
his hair neat, moisturized. She should have known he wouldn’t be satisfied
with her. That she wasn’t good enough.
She spat into the sink and returned to her dark bedroom.
The next day, she bought another lightbulb. She kept it in the glove
compartment when she drove home to make sure it wouldn’t break.
The first thing she did when she got back was get on the bed and screw
it in. She flicked the switch and her bedroom was bright again.
She felt ashamed of her pride. There was nothing so extraordinary
about what she had done. Yet for the rest of the night, there was a bounce in
her step. She played music and cooked dinner. She started reading a book
that had been on her nightstand for months, waiting for the right moment.
Sleep came to her easily. Even as she reached for him by habit, the sting
in her chest didn’t appear. Just a calm, silent, Oh, as she remembered.
The morning light seeped through the curtains and birds chirped outside
her window. She had always enjoyed the sound. Tom slept too lightly; he
found it annoying.
While she was in the bathroom washing her face, she felt a change. She
turned to the open door. She knew what the change was. The bedroom was
dim and gloomy again. The ceiling light had gone out.
She went back in the bedroom. Suddenly it felt as though her legs were
too weak to carry her. She stared up at the ceiling light, at the lightbulb she
had bought the day before.
She flicked the switch. Nothing happened. She flicked again, and
again. Waited for a few seconds. Then tried again. The light remained dark.
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She climbed onto the bed and reached for the lightbulb, unscrewed it
and looked at it carefully. There must be a fault with it, but she didn’t know
what she was looking for. She screwed it back in. She clung to the hope that
it might work now.
Flicked the switch again and discovered that nothing had changed. It
started with a crack and a trickle; her hand trembled. Then all at once, the
dam burst within her. She fell to the floor, her face convulsing with sobs,
dripping with tears. She struck a hand to her mouth to keep the noise down.
Tom would know what to do, she thought. Tom wouldn’t make these
mistakes. She needed him to change the lightbulbs. She needed him.
And she cried, even as she was conscious of time passing, and how she
needed to either drive to the office or call in sick. She cried, and the darkness
of the bedroom grew thicker and closer to her.
It was two weeks and six days since Tom left her. It was two weeks and two
days since the last time she saw him, when he returned to the house for some
things he had forgotten.
He would like to talk to her one day, he had said. It was difficult not
to, with their history. But for now, it was best for both of them to have some
time apart. To get over each other.
No, she had wanted to say. You don’t need to get over me; you already
did. And me, I don’t want to get over you. Stay away for as long as you
want, I will hold on to the way you once made me feel. I will live with this
pain if it’s the only way I can keep you with me.
Her efforts had been futile today. Her hair remained in some disarray,
she wore no makeup, and her mind had been elsewhere all the time she spent
at work. Nevertheless, she returned to the store.
She went through all the aisles with determination, right up to the
electronics. She loaded her basket full of lightbulbs. All the ones of the right
size; there must have been at least ten.
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A mother with two toddlers stood in front of her in the queue. The
boys struck each other half-heartedly with hands and small figurines. The
mother never turned her head at their sounds.
She caught herself entranced by the strange dance of the children.
There was a primal urge within her to put a hand between them and end the
quarrelling. She wanted to reach for the mother’s shoulder and bring her
back to her surroundings. Tell her, You are lucky. Don’t forget these
precious things you have.
She had wanted children when she was younger. For as long as she
could remember. Tom didn’t want children. He made that much clear
within the first few days. But she knew he was only in his early twenties and
likely to change his mind. She knew it was foolish to look so far ahead that
their plans for the future mattered at all.
He never changed his mind. When she realised that he wouldn’t, it was
too late. Being with him seemed worth the compromise. He seemed enough
to satisfy her. And for a time, it was. And for many years, he was.
As she paid for her lightbulbs, she watched the inattentive mother
gather her groceries into a bag and her sons in front of her. She watched
them leave, her heart sinking.
She didn’t expect the first bulb to work. Not after one had been broken, not
after two had gone out. But she put in a new lightbulb and flicked the
switch and her bedroom was bright again.
She turned the light off and back on. Her chest was heavy with a
refusal to believe, but the ceiling light remained on.
Something strange in the corner of her lip; a twitch, a light tug. Not a
smile, but almost. It seemed a feeling she was unaccustomed to now. Her
smiles had been so conscious, so deliberate, for two weeks and six days, full
of effort and pretence.
When something so close to happiness returned to her, he was the first
one she wanted to tell. And as quickly as the feeling had come, it
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disappeared. Because she couldn’t call him anymore, she couldn’t share her
good news with him.
It was for the best, he had said. They weren’t in love. What was the
point in staying together when they weren’t in love? They both deserved
better, they both deserved more.
She knew this. But she didn’t want more. She wanted him. No, they
weren’t in love. But she was happy with him. It was enough for me, she cried
at night. Why couldn’t it be enough for you?
What did I do wrong? What did I do?
I changed the lightbulb, Tom.
She stared at the ceiling light. She expected the lightbulb to flicker. For
the next few days, she would only wait for it to go out.
It didn’t.
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Premium Snap
Kristina Nyagichuhi
I know one of the guys doing a reading tonight from Twitter. He’s this
writer who got kind of famous a while ago because he wrote and published
this poetry collection that got pretty buzzy online. He did this thing where
he used titles and comments from the videos on porn tube sites and stitched
them into poems. In an interview I saw one time, he says he thought he was
being funny the first time he did it but then he realised his work was
confronting the racism and whore-phobia in the porn world by scrutinising
the way it sells itself to viewers. He advocates for sex workers and
commissioned a cam model for the picture on the cover of his book.
I have a copy. The model goes by the name bby_jess online and the
picture is a POV-style shot of her with a bright pink dildo in her mouth. I
read it all in one sitting, then started over and read it again. I googled him
obsessively and followed him on Twitter, his only social channel. I used to @
reply to all his stuff. I tagged him whenever I posted about his book, and he
followed me back, but we never talked. I sent him a DM asking whether I
could interview him for a piece I wanted to pitch to the university magazine
but he left me on read.
He took a break from poetry to write a novel and he’s reading from it
tonight. It’s just launched but I got it early because I contacted the publisher
requesting it for review. He says it’s not autobiographical but I think he’s
lying. It’s a departure from the sexy stuff and it’s really, very depressing. It’s
about a family living in a deprived neighbourhood, dealing with addiction
and violence and I just wonder why he would write about something like
that unless it happened to him. He’s kind of long-winded when he writes in
full sentences and not in the way that’s artistic – in the way that’s wasteful.
I’m going to tell him this if I get a chance to talk to him tonight.
I’ve brought both books hoping I can get him to sign them. There is
one other writer reading tonight. Someone ethnic, I can’t remember from
where. The venue is filling up and I’m looking around the crowd hoping to
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spot him. In the picture on the back of his books, he’s standing, looking
square at the camera with his arms crossed. The background behind him is
blurred so he’s all you’re allowed to pay attention to. He looked incredibly
intelligent. He seems like everything he says is significant and smart. I have a
monstrous crush on him.
We’re beginning. Everyone shuts up and the event organiser takes the
stage; someone from the university’s writing faculty. She introduces the first
writer. She’s from North Korea. She escaped with members of her family
when she was a teenager to China, then South Korea, then finally the UK.
She’s written a novel about a family during the partition of Korea. I try to
listen to her but I can’t do it. I am obsessed with finding Aiden.
I leave the bar and walk out on the pretence of having a cigarette. It’s
cold outside but I feel good. He’s here and it feels like a better place because
he’s here. There is one other person outside with me. A man a little older
than me who is also smoking. I feel like talking to someone so I ask him for a
light.
As he hands me a lighter, I realise it is him. He doesn’t look like his
portrait at the back of his books anymore. His hairline is receding even
though he’s only twenty-eight. His midsection has swelled and even though
he is very tall, his proportions are off which his portrait photographer
managed to hide. When he isn’t photo-ready, he looks quite ordinary but I
experience a total systems shutdown. I want to run back inside and start
again, but I don’t. I ask him for the time instead. He looks at me and I can
tell I’m annoying him a little, but he gives it to me.
‘Nervous to read tonight?’ I say. He accepts that he won’t have the
time alone that he came out here for and focuses his attention on me. I feel
like God’s favourite.
‘No. I’ve done it enough times. I don’t get nervous anymore.’
‘You should. Your novel isn’t that good, to be honest.’ This gets his
attention.
‘Is it not?’ he asks.
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I shake my head. ‘I think your way with words suffers when you have
to use them in bulk.’ He laughs.
‘Are you a writer?’
‘No,’ I lie. It’s better to reveal it later when he thinks I’m not so my
talent astounds him.
‘Then you definitely know what you’re talking about. How have you
read it already?’
‘I got a galley for review.’
He seems annoyed. I’ve hit a nerve. He shouldn’t be annoyed with me
this quickly. If he cuts me off now, there is no guaranteed way back in.
‘I enjoy your poems,’ I say.
‘Thanks.’
‘I would love if you signed my books.’
‘Look for me after the reading and we’ll see.’ The cigarette is dropped
and crushed into the ground under the toe of his boot.
He goes back inside and I wait a few minutes before I do. I feel proud
of myself for being so eloquent yet so direct with him. I’ve made an
impression. For the rest of the first writer’s reading, I’m thinking about the
upcoming conversation with Aiden. When he starts reading, I take my
phone out so I can record it.
Everyone is engaged and he manages to get some laughs even though
his book is about a family dealing with poverty, drugs, drink and lack. It has
a terribly sad ending and there is violence throughout. I’m convinced he
must have a reference for these feelings. I’m going to ask him when he signs
my books. When he is done, I hope he hears me applaud.
At the end of the reading, I wait until the line dwindles to almost
nothing so we can have time alone together. When he sees me, he doesn’t
look like he recognises me from an hour ago.
‘You did really well tonight.’
‘Thank you. You don’t like the book so I don’t think that really
counts.’
‘I read everything you put out. I think you’re great.’
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‘You just hate my books.’
‘No. Really. You’re one of my biggest inspirations.’ He looks interested
now.
‘Are you a writer?’ he asks. I already told him that I wasn’t. Perhaps he
just forgot. Maybe he is getting back at me for telling him I didn’t like his
book. I can’t say no anymore now that I’ve revealed that so I say I am. He
scribbles his signature on the title page of both my books. ‘What do you
write?’
‘A bit of everything.’ I say this because I don’t know what answer will
please him the most. He grunts.
‘I’m meeting some friends at a pub after this. You can come with,’ he
says. ‘If you want.’
I ask him which pub and he tells me to hang around the venue a little
bit so he can tell me after talking to his friends. I say okay. The event clears
out slowly and I try to look natural as I watch him. I want to make sure that
he sees me and doesn’t forget that he promised to take me along. A small
group gathers around his signing table and they seem to be talking. They
disperse and Aiden looks around. I wave to catch his attention and he
motions me over.
‘Change of plans. I’m heading home.’
‘Oh, okay.’ A couple of his friends are looking at us and I don’t know
what he said to them about me.
‘We can go straight there, you know, if you aren’t doing anything else.’
I agree because he’s cancelled his plans with his friends to be with me.
We walk out together and I know people have seen us. There is a version of
myself that would not believe this is happening. He tells me it’s not far so we
walk.
He doesn’t talk, lighting up and smoking instead. I forgot to ask about
whether his book is based on his real life so I do it now.
‘No,’ he says. ‘Not me.’ He says he worked briefly as a care worker and
the story is based on things that an elderly man told him about his own life.
‘Does he know you wrote about him?’
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‘He’s on his way out. I don’t think it matters. What age are you by the
way?’ I don’t want to lie about this to him so I tell him the truth.
‘Nineteen in a few months.’
In his flat, we sit and watch that show about an anthropomorphic
horse. He asks me whether I have a boyfriend and I tell him that I don’t. I
ask him whether he has a boyfriend and he laughs. He puts his beer on the
coffee table in front of us and he angles his body so he’s facing me.
‘I’ve been trying to figure out why you came home with me if you hate
my book so much.’
‘You’re still thinking about that?’ I tip the beer back and take a swig
but my throat closes and I end up coughing so hard my eyes water.
‘That’s for talking shit,’ he says. He’s smiling and I don’t know
whether he means it but I laugh.
‘I came because you invited me but I don’t know why you’d invite a
person over who told you she hates your book. If you’re trying to convince
me otherwise, it won’t work.’
‘I want you to look at something for me.’ He pulls his phone out and
gives it to me. It’s a video. I start it and a woman’s face appears. She’s smiling
impishly and the image pans down to reveal the rest of her body. She’s
naked. I can’t talk. The video is a screen recording from Snapchat and it’s
over soon, after following the woman to a bathtub, where she uses a dildo
on herself.
‘Who’s this?’
‘A girl I know. She runs a premium Snapchat and I want to use her
content for my next collection.’
‘You pay this woman for her nudes?’
‘My mate does. He screenshots and sends them to me.’ He takes the
phone. ‘She does private messaging for the guys who buy her Snap too. I
wanted to see whether I could make some poems out of the chat logs.’
‘Why don’t you message her yourself?’ I ask.
‘It’s eight pounds a month for some homemade porn.’ He looks at me
with his eyebrows raised. ‘Would you pay that much for that? She’s not
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really my type. Besides, you can find almost anyone’s private nudes online
for free.’
‘How?’
He shrugs.
‘I don’t know who does it but there’s these sites. People pay the girls,
download all their stuff and reupload it so,’ he trails off and shrugs again.
Something inside me recoils and I try to remove the images of the girl
from my mind. ‘I think you should pay her if you want to make poetry out
of your conversations,’ I say because neither of us can unsee her.
‘Would you ever do that?’
‘Post naked pictures online?’ I ask. He nods. My answer is no but I
know every naked picture of me that exists is online and I can’t do anything
about it. He wants me to say yes, so it’s what I say.
He kisses me and I don’t stop him because he likes me for now. The
sofa is not big enough for two people, so we end up on the floor. His elbow
clamps my hair to the ground so I can’t move my head. He’s kind of sloppy.
The clothes come off and I can’t stop thinking about the naked girls on his
phone who don’t know he is looking at them.
He’s sweating a lot. When I ask whether he is going to get a condom,
he looks annoyed, but he gets off of me and disappears into another area of
the house.
‘I don’t have any,’ he says when he comes back. I tell him it’s alright as
long as he pulls out.
He loses wood as he’s inside me more than once, only stopping when
it’s physically impossible for him to penetrate me anymore, then asks me to
put him in my mouth. His hands are very big and feel oily when he touches
me. He’s so stoic, it’s embarrassing. He wrong-holes me enough times for
me to know it’s on purpose but he apologises when I call him on it.
‘You’re just so tight,’ he says. It’s over quickly. He misjudges his
ejaculation and pulls out of me too late.
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‘Oh, shit, sorry. I’m so sorry.’ The damage is already done when the
dregs of his semen make a tiny pool on the floor between my legs. I tell him
I’m on birth control to calm him down.
We’re back on the sofa and I tell him that I’m going to the bathroom
to clean up. He’s already dressed when I come out.
‘Can’t wait for me to leave?’ I ask. I regret it because he looks like he
can’t but just doesn’t want to tell me. I hate him so much that it turns my
stomach. After getting dressed I tell him that I think I’m going to go.
‘Okay,’ he says. He doesn’t come to the door or offer to walk me out. I
hang around long enough for him to ask for my phone number, but he
doesn’t.
The next day I try not to message him first because I know that’s not
what you’re supposed to do, but I do it anyway.
I had a lot of fun last night. Thanks for letting me read some of your
new stuff.
At a pharmacy, I buy a morning-after pill. It’s late that night when he
finally gets back to me.
yeh. you too babes.
Five months later his novel is up for three book prizes. One of my
favourite podcast hosts talks about his book and recommends it. I think
about sending him a message of congratulations but I don’t want it to get
lost. I don’t have his phone number and I suspect the email in his Twitter
bio is full of requests from people wanting to interview and commission and
sleep with him. I send him a mention on Twitter since he regularly retweets
people who positively review his book.
I heard about your nominations. Guess I’m wrong about the book.
Congratulations.
He DMs me a day later.
Cheers. I can’t wait until I’m big enough for you to post your sexual
assault accusation.
Jokes. Jokes. Come by if you want to hook up again.
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Division of Assets
Niki Radman
You and I are splitting our Us right now and it is time to decide who gets
what.
You get the cactus and I get the succulent. No, scratch that, you get the
succulent. You always were better at realising when it needed saving. I’ll go
with the cactus so I can comfortably forget to feed it every week and maybe
forget about you while I’m at it, too. You get my homemade mug that says
‘people with beards are just people without beards with beards’ so that,
eventually, you will realise you’ll never get a funnier fucker than me making
you morning tea. I get the orange mug because I hate the colour orange and,
in the mornings, I’ll need something to look at that I hate more than the lack
of you. We both get one side of the double bed. We will take a saw and split
the stupid thing right down the middle because neither of us want to be
reminded that it was ever whole. You get the black and white photograph of
the naked man playing the guitar because it will remind you that you don’t
ever want to be with the kind of person who hangs a black and white
photograph of a naked man playing the guitar ever again. I get your framed
certificate from the whiskey tasting workshop because it will remind me that
you always were kind of an annoying prick.
You get the stooped posture from when you had to lean down to kiss
me and I get the stiff shoulder because I was determined to hug you from
behind while you were sleeping. We both need something to get us through
the first three months, so you get a few helpful repressive coping
mechanisms and I get a lot of agony, first unbearable, then cathartic. We get
two to three moments of weakness each, four to five painful realisations,
and one day of total, rejuvenating peace. And then, finally and marvellously,
we both get a fucking grip.
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About the Contributors
Hannah Kate Absalom is a fourth year Painting & Printmaking student at
The Glasgow School of Art, originating from the Northumberland area of
North East England. The artist explores the themes of religion, dogma, and
the supernatural through a contemporary interpretation of mythologies
and iconography. These artworks, typically oil paintings, woodcuts, or short
films, will often feature recurring motifs of ritual, performativity, and bodily
gestures. Absalom lends inspiration from the artwork of Byzantium and the
Renaissance, with a cinematic stylization, alluding to the uncanny and often
grotesque nature of institutional belief.
Collette Ashbyis a registered Art Psychotherapist currently undertaking a
Psychology MSc. at the University of Glasgow. Collette is interested in the
use of art to support physical and mental wellbeing. Whilst at Glasgow
School of Art, she began using photography to build connections with
vulnerable groups. Over the years this continued through working with
disadvantaged communities nationally and internationally. Art making
became a powerful communication tool in the face of language barriers and
relational challenges. In her own art making, Collette values the creative
process over the final product. Choices of materials and methods vary
depending on conscious/unconscious drivers at the time.
Jordyn Austinis a student of fantasy literature at the University of
Glasgow and is interested in all things speculative fiction. When she’s not
got her head in a book about fairies and dragons and witches (oh my!), she’s
apparently writing strange pieces about fruit and its often uncanny
resemblance to sex organs.
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Evan Colley grew up in the city of Leicester but now lives in Glasgow,
where he is studying English Literature, Philosophy, and Public Policy in
first year. His work is often inspired by the city of Glasgow as well as his
experiences in Scotland (and his mates).
Madalena Daleziou is a postgraduate student pursuing the Fantasy MLitt
at the University of Glasgow. She is currently editing her first fantasy novel.
Apart from writing, her interests include animation, theater, photography,
and language learning. She can most often be found in a bookshop or
behind a keyboard, writing stories with too many ghosts.
Janet Floyer is a story writer who enjoys blurring the lines between fiction
and memoir when inspiration requires. She is a partner at Book Vivant
Events and holds regular monologue, music, and wine events. She also
organises creative writing workshops for adolescents and adults in addiction
recovery. Janet is currently enrolled on the MLitt in Creative Writing at the
University of Glasgow. She is an American who grew up in Canada and lives
in London and Malaga, Spain with her husband, daughters, and a mutt
called Alan. They are all still speaking to her, just about. Follow her
@janet.floyer
Frederik Frendin is a fourth year student at the Mackintosh School of
Architecture at the Glasgow School of Art. In his photographic work, he
explores the borders of the photograph and its capacity to make textures and
environments seem endless. Tactility and flatness are other aesthetic
qualities he aspires to achieve with his work.
Jozef Gwizdala is a third year student studying CEES/English Lit. He
enjoys writing, making music, presenting music on Subcity Radio, various
sports, and taking photos.
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Siam Hatzaw is a fourth year student of English Literature and Theology.
She enjoys working in both prose and poetic form, and has been published
in L
 ife On A Dead Tree, Loud Women Magazine, and The Shiloh Project,
among others. She is the content coordinator for G
 lasgow University
Magazine, features editor for The Glasgow Guardian, and prose and poetry
editor for Persephone’s Daughters, an arts and literature journal dedicated to
empowering survivors of trauma and abuse.
Suki Hollywood, born on Valentine’s Day in Belfast, is a writer of prose
and poetry who has been published in B
 lueHouse Journal and Meet Cute
Zine. Alongside her creative work, she has contributed editorially to F
 rom
Glasgow to Saturn and Knight Errant Press, and is currently a reviewer of
speculative fiction for Shoreline of Infinity. Find her at @miz.possible on
Instagram.
Mhairi Holmesis currently studying for her MEd in Children’s Literature
and Literacies at The University of Glasgow. Although she primarily grew
up in the United States, she’s enjoyed returning to her mother’s hometown
on the Isle of Bute and studying in Glasgow. With a double Bachelor of Arts
in Childhood Education and English Literature from Elmira College in
Elmira, New York, she hopes to remain in Scotland to teach primary school
and continue writing poetry and short fiction in her spare time.
Nairne Emily Hopkinson is a twenty-one year old freelance artist and
aspiring writer working in Glasgow, currently in her third year at the
University of Glasgow, studying Literature. Her poems allow her to explore
her relationship with religion, love, and trauma, all through the lease of
myth and mystery. She is currently finishing her novel, F
 loat.
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Beag Horn is a professional actor and audio describer, who also works at
the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland as a front of house usher and Junior
Conservatoire programme assistant. She is currently studying at Stirling
University for a Masters in Creative Writing and is a long-standing member
and advocate of Scottish Opera’s community choir. Beag is a fan of Glasgow
and Paisley poets and is enjoying getting into the Spoken Word scene.
Mizzy Hussain has an MSc (Distinction) in Creative Writing from the
University of Edinburgh and studied education at the University of
Glasgow. As a Capricorn, she is ruled by Saturn.
Daniel Gee Husson is a playwright, dramaturg, and director. He received
two MLitts, in Playwriting & Dramaturgy in 2018 and Creative Writing in
2019, from the University of Glasgow. His prose, poetry, and criticism have
been featured in 1 2th Street and the Inquisitive Eater.
Emma Jokinen w
 as born and raised in Sweden and is currently an
undergraduate student of philosophy at the University of Glasgow. When
she’s not pondering the big questions of existence, she spends most of her
time reading or writing. This is her first time being published in English.
Matias Loikala is a fourth year English Literature undergraduate student
originally from Helsinki, Finland. Their poetry has been published in several
Finnish literary magazines.
Milana Manasova has presented photographs with 3D renderings.
Translating spaces in different mediums is a point of focus of this series, but
she broadly explores spaces and interaction with them within her work. This
young lady is presently making work and studying in Glasgow.
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Cailean McBrideis a writer, poet, and film-maker. He’s a former journalist
and runs the Scottish micropress Calenture Press. In 2020 he gained his
DFA in Creative Writing from the University of Glasgow.
Hannah McDonald is a writer and teacher currently studying for her
MLitt in Creative Writing at the University of Glasgow. She holds a BA
(Hons) in English and History and teaches English at a secondary school in
the southside of Glasgow. Her short stories centre around people,
relationships, and concepts of place and identity.
Ross McWhinnie is a special needs teacher, recovering history teacher, and
one-time classicist who occasionally gets accused of poetry. His writing is
chiefly interested in the tension between truth and the demands placed on it
by the stories we use to navigate our days with the bare minimum of
friction. He’s happy to admit he has no idea what he’s doing.
Juan Diego Medranohas been a bookworm, a horror junkie, a student
director, a war refugee, a newspaper reporter, a haunted house actor, and for
at least two Halloweens, Frodo Baggins. He writes both poetry and short
stories about human emotions, desires, and histories, with the hope that
every time someone reads a story or poem of his that person feels a bit less
alone and a bit more understood. Juan currently lives in Glasgow, and hopes
to keep it that way for a while.
Melania Mihalcea is a first-year undergraduate student at the University of
Glasgow studying English Literature, Film, and Digital Media. She loves
creating and appreciating poetry, short stories, comics, and any other art
forms, written as well as visual. As a firm believer in the power of
communication through art, she hopes that her work will also resonate with
others.
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Max Mitchellis a twenty-one year old Literature and Philosophy student at
the University of Glasgow. Raised in the southeast of the city, he has spent
his post-school years in an array of jobs and pursuits of varying degrees of
interest. From working in bars, bike shops, and factories, to gigging around
Glasgow, a respect and penchant for words has remained a constant in
ever-changing environments. He hopes that by using literature as a tool for
creation he may interact with the world with appropriate depth and clarity.
Lucia Mrvova is a first-year Biology student at the University of Glasgow.
She is passionate about landscape photography which stems from being
born and raised in Slovakia, the country known for its natural treasures.
Photo editing is an important part of her artwork by which she tries to
emphasize her subjective perception of the world around.
Kristina Nyagichuhi is a novel and short story writer. She earned her
MLitt in Creative Writing from the University of Glasgow and is currently
writing a novel.
Nina Panter is a third year student at the University of Glasgow. Originally
from France, she studies English Literature and Philosophy, and has a
passion for photography. She mostly enjoys shooting with her film camera,
aiming at small details that otherwise remain unnoticed. Having travelled a
lot, she takes inspiration in exotic landscapes and tries her best to recreate
this feeling of otherness in her photos.
Emily L. Pickard is a fourth year PhD candidate in the Scottish Literature
department. Her work focuses on motherhood within the writings of Willa
Muir. In her spare time, Emily writes stories focused on the experiences of
everyday individual and collective traumas and takes nature walks with her
beagle, Henley.
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Niki Radmanis an English Literature/Film and TV student in her third
year at the University of Glasgow. She writes short stories, poetry, and
occasional articles about culture and art. She would like to be fluent in many
more languages than she currently is. She greatly admires writers like Ursula
Le Guin for their gifts of conjuring up fantastic new worlds but, for the
moment, she is mainly interested in a wide range of very human humans in
disappointingly familiar circumstances.
Josie Rogersgraduated from the University of Glasgow with a Master of
Arts, and last year with a Master of Letters in English Literature. She has
always been interested in poetry and wrote her Masters dissertation on
contemporary lyric poetry and its refraction of environmental and energetic
issues. She has worked as a copywriter and editor of educational materials.
Josie writes both poetry and prose, and currently lives in Glasgow.
Judith Schofield is studying the MLitt in Fantasy Literature, with the
express purpose of one day having business cards that say Master of Fantasy
on them. She is an author and poet, with a particular interest in queer genre
fiction. Her poetry can be found in the Love is Love anthology by
Eudaimonia Press. She’s presently working on a dark fantasy trilogy, a
horror/scifi novella, a collection of Weird short stories, and curbing her
coffee problem. Some of these things may pan out. You can find her on
twitter @judithschfld
Dominyka Sekonaite was born in Lithuania and is currently a Graphic
Design student at Glasgow School of Art. Sekonaite’s practice involves
illustration and photography as well, with recurring themes from scientific,
psychogeographical, and fantastical fields. The main focus is on researching
various aspects of life through a creative lens.
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Rebecca Smith is a writer and audio producer. Originally from the woods
in Cumbria, she now lives in Central Scotland. She is currently studying for
a Masters in Creative Writing at Glasgow Uni and writes both fiction and
non-fiction. Her work has been published in N
 orthwords Now, Dear
Damsels, and T
 he Glasgow Review of Books. She has two children and a love
of the outdoors. She is on twitter as @beckorio
Michael Spurway grew up between England and Northern Ireland and is
now a research student in Glasgow. His interest in film photography was
started by his GCSE Art teacher, who he has since grown to resent
considering the cost of film and development.
Gerry Stewartis a poet, creative writing tutor, and editor based in Finland.
Her poetry collection P
 ost-Holiday Blues was published by Flambard Press,
UK. In 2019 she won the ‘Selected or Neglected Collection Competition’
with Hedgehog Poetry Press for her collection Totems, to be published in
2020. Her writing blog can be found at thistlewren.blogspot.fi and
@grimalkingerry on Twitter.
Michele Waering gained an MLitt in Creative Writing from The
University of Glasgow in 2010. Her work has appeared in A Thousand
Cranes: Scottish Poets for Japan, Envoi, The Interpreter’s House, San Pedro
River Review, From Glasgow to Saturn, The Ghazal Page, Red River Review,
World Haiku Review, and Fuga No Makoto. She lives in Renfrewshire.
Lynnda Wardle grew up in Johannesburg and has lived in Glasgow since
1999. In 2007 she received a Scottish Arts Council new writer’s grant. She
has had poems, stories and essays published in various magazines, including
thi wurd, NWS, New Orleans Review, Gutter, and P
 ENning Magazine. She
is currently undertaking an MFA in Creative Writing at the University of
Glasgow.
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Georgia Watsonis originally from Aberdeenshire, but now lives, works,
and studies in Glasgow.
Katrina Siân Williamsis a current undergraduate student at the
University of Glasgow, pursuing a Master of Arts degree in English
Literature and Film & Television Studies. She is also the Books Editor for
the university’s student newspaper, The Glasgow Guardian. Though she is
not too sure of what she should be doing with the rest of her life, she thinks
that getting her writing published might be a good start.
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About the Editors
Jack Bigglestonei s a writer and reader, he recently completed his Creative
Writing dissertation on Queer Ruralism and Folklore. He has been
published in W
 e Were Always Here: A Queer Words Anthology, Spam, a nd
404ink Magazine. H
 e was recently shortlisted for the ‘Show Me Yours’
prize for sex writing and longlisted for the Live Canon prize. For word-y
things follow him on twitter @JackBigglestone
Sarah Glen is a final year English and Scottish Literature student. She
works as a copy-editor at the Association for Scottish Literary Studies and
can be found on twitter at @_sarahglen.
Cheyenne Heckermannis a Fantasy Master’s student at the University of
Glasgow. She is a graduate of Lebanon Valley College in Literature and
Creative Writing, recipient of the Green BLotter departmental award for
creative writing. She is a writer for Anomalous Press, Editor of From
Glasgow to Saturn literary magazine, writing judge, traveler, and fantasy
writer. She has previously founded Lebanon Valley College’s Poets and
Writers series archive, the English Departments’ video archive, and served as
a reader for Green Blotter literary magazine. She can be found on twitter
@Elvishfencer
Reiss McInallyhas studied in the UK and US, and now holds degrees in
English Literature and American Studies. Last semester, he skipped a
scholarship in Politics to instead read Creative Writing at the University of
Glasgow – and so pursue a literary career. He is the editor of
compterendu.online, an organiser of The Stay-at-Home Fringe Literary
Festival, and heads up a Japanese book club. Twitter: @reisspmcinally
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Siobhan Mulliganis a writer and artist, currently working towards a DFA
in Creative Writing at the University of Glasgow. Her research interests
focus on using urban fantasy to engage with the history of the southern
United States. She has poetry published or forthcoming in T
 he New
Southern Fugitives, BlueHouse, Kaleid, and C
 ALYX Journal. Originally from
Atlanta, Georgia, she is currently sheltered in her flat in Glasgow with a
small aloe vera, some watercolour paints, and a ukulele. Find her on Twitter
@siobhanmull
Sofia Osborne is a writer and reporter from Vancouver, Canada currently
studying literature at the University of Glasgow for the year. She loves all
things magazine-related and is especially interested in creative nonfiction
and environmental writing. Find her latest stories in T
 he Tyee and T
 he
Narwhal. Twitter @sofia_osborne
Roslyn Potteris a Scottish Literature student with a particular thing for
pre-seventeenth century literature. She works as a copy-editor at the
Association for Scottish Literary Studies and hosts a bi-monthly radio show
on Subcity called DAYTIME/NIGHTIME which features writers, artists,
and musicians. You can find her on Twitter @Roslyn_earlymod
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